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Faced with a number of favourable factors for political
activism of university students in the 80's of Hong Kong, we
were bewildered with an extremely low level of political
activism among our students. Thus, in-depth interviews were
employed to tap the answers for probing our enigma from 30
students of present activists, nonactivists and past
activists.
The study began with exploring students' orientations of
political efficacy, political trust civic obligation.
Besides, noting the significant impacts of historical
contexts on students' activism, a historical-comparative
approach was adopted whereby the social, political, economic
and cultural environments across 3 epochs of student
activism were highlighted to enlighten us on the problem.
Lastly, the mobilization potential of the activist'
organization in campuses was also assessed, considering the
importance of the mobilized political participation in
today's campuses.
The nonactivists' inefficacy, political trust of
Government's policy outputs, and instrumental individualism,
have jointly produced their inactivistic spectator role in
political affairs. The activists' passionate concern of
self-determinations, instrumental collectivism and
individual's sense of duty of social concern, have shaped
their activistic participatory role in political affairs.
The environments along different historical contexts were
found to affect our student's activism through the students'
orientations and mobilization potential of student
organizations. Finally, the marginal, contradictory and the
ideal-lacking nature of Hong Kong society are reflected.
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'Emigration surge as confidence falls.... More
professionals and executives are now seeking
homes overseas after a relatively quiet 1984-85
emigration period.'
May 12, 1987, South China Morning Post, ILK.
I. Crisis And Enigma
Ever since the signing of the historic Sino-British
Agreement in 1984 that promulgates the reverting of
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Hong Kong's sovereignty from Britain to China 10 years
later- the menace of 1997 looms large in the minds of
Hong Kong people. Despite Hong Kong's bearing an
anachronistic and humiliating label of 'colony' and
that the changing hands of sovereignty entails the
returning 'home' of more than 500 million Hong Kong
Chinese from the British 'colonial' rule to China's
governance, Hong Kong people seems to have been
frustrated, worried and even frightened with that
specific arrangement. (Emmos, 1985:53-74) Can this
2tiny island, portrayed by Milton Friedman as an
economic paradise, maintain her robust and admirable
economy before and after 1997? Can the existing large
scope of freedom widely enjoyed by people, and well
entrenched under British democratic tradition, remains
intact after the claiming of our sovereignty by a
socialist country? Can the widely acclaimed
political stability that Hong Kong has enjoyed for so
long be preserved in the midst of polemic political
reforms in both Hong Kong and China? And, above all,
can the high level of political autonomy promised under
the rubric of 'One Country, Two Systems' be eventually
realized in future? Those are the uncertainties so
important to people's lives that they repeatedly
surface and haunt their minds. While the variegated
reactions of people run from passive and fatalistic
acquiescence to active political participation, and
from continuous settlement in Hong Kong to emigration,
what we need urgentlyar.e people who are vigilant of our
social and political scenes and committed to
safeguarding the interests of Hong Kong.
Among those people, the 'strategic' importance of
the well-educated stratum is particularly noteworthy.
In fact, the stabilizing and the 'backbone' function of
the well-educated 'middle-class', has spanned through
3seminal works in politics and sociology from Aristotle
to Daneil Bel].. In Aristotle's thought-provoking
The Politics (1981), middle-class was depicted as a
stratum of well-educated people intelligent enough to
moderate between the upper class and the lower class.
While in Bell's model of Post-industrial society.
(Bell,1973 1968, p.61-101), the knowledge-creators and
the techno-bureaucrats are regarded to play a pivotal
role in shaping the course of our societies. In a
nutshell, the 'exodus' of professionals, executives or
other techno-bureaucrats from Hong Kong probably
forebode an ominous sign for Hong Kong's future. It not
only indicates the 'confidence gap' between what is
promised and what is believed, but the escalating
departures of the well-educated from Hong Kong will
surely devitalize, if not kill this very golden goose
to lay golden eggs!
At this juncture, 2 critical questions emerge: Where
does the well-educated stratum come from? Will the new
'batch' of the well-educated wake up to our political
reality, take up the challenge and be more politically
conscious and participatory to assert for our rights
and interests? Answering the first question, the two
local universities undoubtedly serve as a key fountain
of the well-educated elites for Hong Kong. Thus, if we
want to figure out the second question, we should shed
our spot-light on the university students currently
studying- the quasi-elites of our city-state. Based
on the massive information from university student
newspapers, magazines, commentaries (Chan,
1983:187-203; Cheng, 1987:32-34) and empirical researc
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of university students' political activism,(HKU 1984,
1986) University students seemed to be both
psychologically and behavioral1y less involved with
po1itics than those of the 70' s. Mass apathy towards
po1itics seems to be a common trait, which has been
partially corroborated by the above empirical
researches. Thus, it is an intellectual challenge to
highlight the factors that can explain university
students' existing political inactivism- the
psychological and behavioral non-involvement in
a
politics. The puzzle becomes more intriguing if we
consider the following theoretical and empirical
grounds:
1. Education has for long been repeatedly confirmed to
be positively associated with psychological and
behavioral involvement with politics. (Almond
Verba,1966; Hughes,1975; Huntington Nelson,1977;
Mi 1 bra th 1977; Verba, Nie, and Kim, 1978;) Hence, it is
reasonable to expect university students in Hong Kong,
5the relatively more educated ones, to have noticeable
psychological and behavioral involvement in politics.
In addition, as the university students are presumably
politically more informed ones, they are also
accordingly figured to be more concerned and vocal.
about the political upheavals ensuing from the Hong
Kong's future on individualistic or altruistic grounds.
2. The huge wave of students movements bombarding
different parts of the world during the 60's and the
early 70's( Sampson, 1970: 2 Lipset, 1969 and 1972,
Almond Powell, 1978) has provoked a theoretical.
postulation about the structural characteristic of the
university student- Yang (1973: 49) asserted there
exist such common denominators as physiological and
sociocultural attributes among the post-secondary
students that they are likely to engage in vigorous
social and political actions: (Yang,1973:49)
a. Social and physiological marginality
Socially,students are neither completely dependent
on nor entirely independent of their parents for
income, status, security and protection. Though they
may be mature biologically and adults legally, they are
not treated as adults and denied the rights attached to
that status. Hence, they often become indeterminate,
6restless and reckless. The social marginality and
maturational transitoriness, in short, function as
building blocks for their activism.(Yang, 73: 49-50)
b.Social Availability
Post-secondary school students usually possess
more free hours and greater flexibility in spending
their time when compared with those working adolescents
and adults. Again, this trait conduces to students'
activism.
c. Idealistic Orientation
Because of their, firstly, freedom from vested
interests, secondly, nurture under a relatively
critical and idealistic intelligentsia (Lipset, 1972),
and thirdly, commanding ideas by totalistic logic and
utopian conviction rather than by cognitive
understanding or real experience, post-secondary
students are prone to idealism. When disillusioned with
the reality, students' activism or movements seem to be
the corollary.
3. with the heightened role of the Hong Kong Government
in providing social services since the 70's, more
complaints and frustration with her policy outputs
might occur.(Lau 1983)So, students would be expected
to be politically activistic under their roles of
7social vanguard for justice.
4. In 1970-76, the highest ebb of student activism
occurred. (Hong Kong Federation of Students, 1983)
Yet, that period is 'similar' to today's scenes in
their sharing the the following characteristics. First,
Hong Kong at both stages abound with severe social
issues and conflicts. For instance, corruption and
inferior status of Chinese language in the past
paralleled with the present controversies over the
establishment of Central Provident Fund and the
direction of the political reform. Second, again,
during both stages, China establish certain connection
with Hong Kong and exerts appreciable effects on the
colony. For instance, the 'Ping-pong diplomatic
strategy' and the arranged tours for Hong Kong
university students in the early 70's promoted the
image in the eyes of university students. For the
present moment, the predominant influences China exerts
on Hong Kong has made the latter caricatured as a
lame-duck.
Considering the aforementioned facourable factors
for student activism, we have to address to ourselver
the question of what has led to the large discrepancy
in political activism between 2 periods?
8Summing up this part, based on the 4 just mentioned
theoretical and empirical considerations, we are
presented with an intellectual enigma that needs to
disentangled:
What are the causes for the present relatively low
level of political activism in Hong Kong?
II. Research Problem
With the above background information about Hong
Kong's scenario and local student activism, I would
like to delineate the essentials of this research paper
as follows:
Research Problem: The Political Activism of university
Students in Hong Kong.
Unit of Analysis: The University students who either
studied or are studying in the two
universities of Hong Kong.
Significance: 1. Theoretical:
Trying to unravel the underlying
causes for the prevalent syndrome of
political inactivism, we hope to shed
light on the intellectual enigma
92. Practical:
Based on the premise that the
political, involvement of the students
reflects in part their commitment or
concern over Hong Kong, this research
enables us to project the future
commitment of the potential. elites to
Hong Kong. No doubt, the commitment of
the elites will have strong impacts
on our social development.
Last but not the least, since both
activists and nonactivists, in the
past (70's) and the present
(80's)will be closely examined during
the research, this very
historical-comparative approach might
enlighten us on the unique features
of the Hon. Kong society.
III. Conceptualization Literature Review
Conceptually speaking, politically activism refers
to the degree of active involvement in politics. Put it
more rigorous terms, it is a composite index of two
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concepts, namely, psychological involvement in politics
(attitudinal dimension) and political participation
(behavioral dimension.
Psychological involvement denotes the degree that
citizens are interested and concerned about politics.
(Verba, Nie and Kim, 1978:71) More specifically,
it taps the people's interest in politics, extent
of enga in in political discussions, political
information and knowledge, as well as extent of being
able to articulate community and 'national'
(Colony-wide) issues. (Verba and Nie,1972:367-375,
Appendix)
'Just as psychological involvement is a central
variable determining exposure to political stimuli, so
it is a central attitudinal variable relating to
participation in politics'. (Milbrath and Goel,1977:46)
In fact, more than a dozen studies spreading over
different cultures have demonstrated that people who
are more psychologically involved in politics are more
likely to be activists. (Perelson, Lazarfeld McPhee,
1954 Camphell,etc., 1960 Mathews Prothro, 1966
Inkeles, 1969 Verba and Nie, 1972 Nie, Powell
Prewitt, 1969)
Regarding 'political participation', i.e. the
behavioral dimension of political activism, a seminal
work on that topic defined it as 'activity by private
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citizens designed to influence government
decisions-making.' (Huntington and Nelson, 1976:3)
Participation may be individualized or collective,
organized or spontaneous, sporadic or sustained,
peaceful or violent, legal or illegal, effective or
ineffective.' (Hungington Nelson, '1976:3) The usual
modes of political participation consist of voting,
campaign, activity, cooperative (organizational)
activity and person!. contacting. (Verba, Nie and Kim,
1978: 51-54) Nevertheless, owing to the close affinity
between Hong Kong and China, and that international
affairs time after time provoked students'
participation, thus the 'government' as defined in
'political participation is not confined to the Hong
Kong Government, but Chin,se and other countries as
well.. So far, we have given a conceptual clarification
of our dependent variable, the political activism.
Next, we shall review the literature which were deemed
important in explaining our dependent variable.
Since, it is the political activism of the
university students we are studying, 2 types of
literature needs to be reviewed:
1. A general review of the factors affecting political
activism.
2. A more refined particular review of the significant
causes for student activism.
A• General review
According to a most thoroughly documented work in
political participation (Milbrath and Goel, 1977:33),
environmental, life position and personal factors form
the most significant types of variables in explaining
political participation. To elaborate, the
environmental factors refer to the social, political,
economic and cultural settings in the 'larger'
environment as well as the contextual elements embedded
in the immediate environment. Life position factors
comprise education, age, sex, income and race that
probably influence our socialization experiences.
Finally,the personal factors are composed of a
multitude of political attitudes, beliefs and
personality traits. A simplified diagram depicting the
causal, interrelationship among the types of variables





















As far as this research is concerned, life position
factors of students will not be discussed so that we
can concentrate on the exploration of other parts.
B. Particular Review on Student Activism
The pictures on the causes of student participation
or student movement are even more dazzling.
To avoid overly complicating the situations, 2
seminal works on student activism are presented here.
First, in accordance with Keniston's view (in
Sampon, p.168) At least four factors seem involved in
any one protest:
1. Personal backgrounds, values and motivations; 2. A
suitable educational and social setting; 3. A special
cultural climate; 4. A conducive historical situation.
Second, based on a comparative study of student
activism of 11 countries across 6 continents,
(Klineberg, Zavalloni, Louis-Guerin, BenBrika, 1979:
3-16), 4 usual perspectives on student activism are
summarized here:
i. The Psychological Portrait of the Protester
By concentrating on the 'social actor in the
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movement, the family backgrounds, personality traits
and political attitudes of the activists are compared
to nonactivist control groups. In the U.S., the
activists were found to come from relatively
comfortable socioeconomic backgrounds, with intimate
relationship with their highly educated parents they
had also a strong orientation to refuse conventionally
institutionalized roles. Yet, for such countries as
France, Austria and Italy, where a long Socialist and
Communist tradition with a strong working base was well.
established, leftist students had a less privileged
background (Lipset, 1968)
ii. The Generation Conflict
Owing to the rapid changes in urbanization,
communication, living conditions, scientific
development and other dimensions of modernization, a
divergence and conflict between youth values and the
dominant values of the society- more specifically,
those of students' parents, triggering off student
movements oriented to social changes.
iii. Protest as a New Political Force
In contrast to official Marxism, which considers
the students as a force auxilliary to the revolutionary
movement of the workers, Marcuse (1964,1968, 1969)
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thinks that in a modern industrial country the students
represent a major force of protest. (Klineberg etc.
1979: 10) They were taken as a new class of
avant-gardes against the social, racial and economic
injustice. Sometimes, the youthful disaffiliation with
their societies went beyond a political movement to a
cultural movement- establish a counterculture seeking
to transform the deepest sense of the self, the others'
and the environment. (Roszak, 1969)
iv. The Marxist Protest
In some European Countries, especially in France,
Italy, and Germany, the students borrowed their credo
from Marxism-Leninism, Trotskyism or Maoism. They
perceived themselves as the fighters for the poor
workers against bourgeois oppression.
To generalize the literature we have so far
reviewed, the following important threads running
through them are extracted to constitute
the framework of this thesis:
1. Actors' orientation
To understand why activists have high political
activism and non-activists the otherwise, one direct
and useful way, as implied by the literature, is to
probe their orientations and, in turn their
'understanding' of the situations. Out of the dozens
of political orientations deemed important for
political activsm,(Goel Milbrath, 1977) 3 mostly
documented and significant attitudes, the civic
obligation, political efficacy and political trust were
extracted for our study, which are taken as the
proximate causes for the political activism'.
a. Civic Obligation
By common sense, when a person feels he ought to
learn about politics and participate in politics as an
obligation, his political activism will be elevated.
In other words, we shall probe the sense of civic
obligation to participate among our respondents. In
fact, ample studies have shown that people feeling a
duty to participate in politics are more likely to do
so. (Campbell, Gurin Miller, 1954; Campbel1,etc,




If a person believes that political attentiveness
and active political participation brings no change to
the political system at all, we would expect his
political activism to be dampened by that kind of
belief.
Over and again, it has been found that there exists
a positive association between political efficacy and
political participation from researches across
different places and times. (Almond Verba, 1963
Campbell, etc, 1960 Dahl, 1961 Huntington Nelson,
1.977 Lane, 1959 Matthews Prothro, 1966 Milbrath,
1971 Verba and Nie, 1972,1978 Verba, Nie and Kim,
1978) Considering the low level, of political
participation on the part of the university students
a low level of political efficacy is predicted.
In fact, 'The feeling of political efficacy is one
of the most widely discussed concepts in political
science' (Milbrath Goel, 1977:57) Conceptually
defined, political efficacy is the feeling that one is
capable of influencing the public decision-making
process. The question in Verba and Almond's
Civic Culture that measures the respondents' belief of
having capacity to influence politics, i.e. subjective
competence will be adopted. (Watts, 1973:628, appendix)
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c. Political Trust
Political trust refers to the general expectations
people have about the qualityof the product. that
the political system produces. (Gamson in Abcarian
Soule, 1971:41) The objects of trust are focused on
political leadership and policies (Gamson in Abcarian
Soule, 1971:42)
So far, psychological involvement in politics has
not been deeply discussed. In fact, psychological
involvement in politics and political participation are
closely related. (Verba, Nie and Kim, 1978:71) Also,
civic obligation, political efficacy as well as trust
represent the desirability, feasibility and necessity
of engaging in political arena. Thus, we would
expect the three personal attitudes to be
.
positively associated with psychological involvement in
politics as well. Also, the generalization about the
socioeconomic basis of political activity were asserted
to apply to the basis of psychological involvement in
politics as well. (Verba, Nie Kim,1978:71) Hence,
tests will be conducted with psychological involvement
accordingly.
2• Mohi 1ization Potential of Student Organization
From time to time, it has been found that mobilized
political participation is a major mode of student
activism. Since student organization in campus have
geographical advantage and institutionalized channels
to communicate, persuade and mobilize university
students directly the mobilization potential of key
student organizations will be focused on so as to
assess its effects on students' political activism.
3. Social and Cultural Environment
As constantly repeated by the literature the social,
economic, political and cultural environments exercise
enormous effects on all variables we have discussed
already. Thus, their nature and effects on student
activism will be investigated a3 ong dif f erent
historical contexts.
Through an approach of historical comparison, it is
believed that the effects of different combinations of
environments during different historical epochs can be
high 1ighted.
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The final framework of our thesis, after putting the
3 blocks together in diagram becomes:
Larger Environment Immediate Environment
Social, Political, Mobilization Potential











Under the paucity of rigorous research on Hong
Kong's student activism of universities, in-depth
interview is being justifiably employed so as to probe
deeply into the problem. Since it is only an
exploratory research, plus the limited number of the
cases being studied, this thesis aims at being
suggestive about student activism instead of producing
any definitive generalizations. (For details, see
Appendix II)
For testing our framework, we deliberately enlarge
the variations in backgrounds of our respondents by
interviewing 3 groups of university students:/
1. 10 Present Activists: They are university students
currently studying with high level of political
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activism. All have been leaders of 2 key student
organizations- Student Union and Student Newspaper.
(It is presumed that their leadership status
reflects a high level of political activism- which
is confirmed later.)
2. 13 Present Inactivis is: Except 2 of them, the others
were introduced to me by my friends. They were
identified with the aid of my thorough description
of the characteristics of non-activists to my
friends.
3. 7 Past, activists: They had all been student leaders,
spanning from 1971 to 82.
The interviews started in March and ended in April.
All except one of the 30 interviewees were interviewed
indoors and tane--recorded with their
prior permission. An average of 2.5 hrs. (with average
of 1.8 to 4 hours) was recorded for the interviews.
One round of interview was field for 27 of them. i th
delivery of of promises to present students that their
names will be changed in my thesis, it surely promotes
the validity of what they say. For 3 of the present
activists. 3 rounds of interviews were conducted for
clarifying and soliciting important information.
Semi-structured questionnaires with both open and
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close-ended questions were raised. Maximum
encouragement waS. given to the respondents to speak
out, free-flow and interrupt me, so as to maximize the
information input. Such encouragement hopefully can
help us to discover new ideas and concepts absent in
our framework to explain our research problem,
particularly so in the context of the exploratory
nature of this research.
Before conducting each interview, especially
concerning the activists, relevant information on
student newspapers, student magazines and books were
thoroughly read through in order to streamline and
perfect the entire process.
Before we formally declare the repertoires played by
the interviewees open, their background information are
J
presented below. The names of the present students are
changed to honour my promise of anonymity.
Present Activists
Social Sciences
1. Wong Kai Chung: 4th year, major: Sociology, CUHK,
male. (executive member of the Student Union (SU),
New Asia College, 1983-84)
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2. Lo Wai Man: graduate student, major: GPA, CUHK male.
Chairman of SU, New Asia College,1984.
3. Lee Kin Ming: 4th year, major: Sociology, CUHK,
male. Executive member and Chief Editor of the
Student Newspapers, 1985-86.
4. To Yuen On: 4th year, major: Sociology, CUHK,
female. Executive member of Student Newspaper and
CUSU, 1985-86.
5. Lo Ming: 4th year, major: Economics, CUHK, male.
Chief Editor of the Student Newspaper, 1984.
6. Li Wai Man: 4th year, major: Sociology, CUHK, male.
Executive member of the SU, Chung Chi College, 1984.
7. Yip Yuen On: 3rd year, major: Political Sciences,
HKU, Executive member of the SU, HKU, 1986.
Arts
8. Chun Kin Man: 2nd year major: Chinese Language,
CUHK, male. Chairman of the CUSU, 1986.
Business Administration
9. Choi Fai: 3rd year, major, General Business
Management, CUHK, male. Chairman of the CUSU, 1987.
10. Lam Kai Chung: 3rd year, major: General. Business





1. Chan Po Ting: 1st year, major: History, CUHK, male.
2. Tsuen Keung: 1st year, major: History, CUHK, female.
3. Mak Lai Lok, 1.st year, major: History, CUHK, female.
4. Tang Fung Ping: 3rd year, major: English, CUHK,
female.
Sciences
5. Law Ying Man: 3rd year, major: Biochemistry, CUHK,
male.
6. Chiu Ti Shen: 1st year, major: Computer Science,
CUHK, male.
Social Sciences
7. Yu Yuei Kei: 2nd year, major: Social Work, CUHK,
female.
8. Ng Chung: 2nd year, major: Sociology, CUHK, female.
Business Administration
9. Ho Chiu Sum: 3rd year, major: Finance, CUHK, female.
10. So Chiu Ling: 3rd year, major: General Business
Management, CUHK, female.
11. Ma Shui: 4th year, major: General Business
Management, CUHK, male.
12. Lam Po Ting: 3rd year, major: Accounting, CUHK,
male.
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13. Man. Keung: 4th year, major: General Business
Management, CUHK, male.
Past Activists
1. Chan Yuk Cheung: Executive Member of SU HKU 72,
Chairman of SU HKU 73, Chairman of Hong Kong
Federation of Students 74-75.
2. Tsang Shu Kei: Executive Member of SU HKU, 72-73.
3. Fung Hoi Lab: Editor of (Underground) HKU, 71. Executive
member of SU IIKU, 72. Secretary of Student Council
73.
4. Mak Hoi Wah: Chairman or SU HKU, 73.
5. Ma Kwok Ming: Vice-chairman of, 1977, CUHK.
6. Tam Shu Fan: Vice-chairman of SU CU 78. Chairman of
SU CU, 79.
7. Chan Kin Man: Editor of Student Newspaper, 80.
Executive member of SU CU, 81.
As only 1 present activist and 1 present nonactivist
have their family income exceeded 10,000 monthly, class
factor can be ignored here.
As students of the University of Hong Kong were
going to take their examinations when the interviews
were conducted, only one current student, an activist,
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was successfully researched. The disproportionate
university backgrounds of the interviewees probably
imply that findings mirror predominantly the scenes of
the Chinese University of Hong Kong. We will study the
present nonactivists first, followed by the present
activists, and the past activists last. So, from here
let's set out our journey to peer through the inner




'I simply don't feel that politics has direct
pertinence to me, and I don't care who is
sitting in our Governor's House.'
( Miss Ng, 2nd year Sociology)
To keep in line with our framework, we will start
our whole repertoire with the political orientations of
the 13 nonactivists, in the order of political
efficacy, political trust and finally, the civic
obligation. To begin with, how do we know that the
actors and actresses were really nova(-tivists?
1. Interest in Politics
To reiterate our definition, political inactivism is
composed of low political interest (psychological
involvement) and low degree of political participation
(behavioral involvement). Following Verba Nie's
measuring indicators (1972:368-9), it is found that:
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1. 3 out of the 13 interviewees only very scarcely
discussed politics, be it local or foreign. All the
rest never discussed at all
2. Only 4 students sometimes read news magazines.
Moreover, those 4 had no deliberate topic or
interest in mind to guide their reading when they
pick up magazines. All. the rest did not even glance
them over
3. 3 of them watched TV news everyday. The others did
it sporadically, and,
4. finally 6, i.e. about a half of them read newspapers
everyday. Yet 5 out of those 6 only scanned through
the headlines. The others on the average did that
once in fours days! In addition, none of those 6
regular readers also played an active role in the
other 3 aforementioned activities.
Putting the above results together, it is beyond
reasonable doubt this group of interviewees scored
extremely lowly on the psychological dimension of
political activism. Faced with this fact, a riddle
that surfaces in our minds is: What made them so
uninterested in politics?
In response to this question, the first actor said,
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From above, regarding their low interest in
politics, we see that it is the nature of politics at
work. Politics, by its very nature, is abstract and
complex (Rosenberg,1951:5-15). It demands basic
knowledge, familiarity with facts and patience for
comprehension. Lacking those prerequisites, the
students found following politics closely
uninteresting, costly and even disgustful. Glossing
over the headlines became nearly the most they could
afford. Yet, the story has not ended, Politics seemed
so remote from their own and specific interests that
giving additional. attention to it was cost--ineffective,
'News about politics seems at a great distance
from my life.'
(Miss Yu, 2nd year Social Work)
'The politics doesn't affect me too much. It
may have its influence on me, but not now maybe
twenty or thirty years later!'
(Yu, 1st year History)
So concrete and so occupied are students with their
schooling, family, companionship and other 'visible'
aspects of daily life that, social policies or
political changes, with reverberations indirect and no
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'The current affairs, the politics, the Basic
Law..... they are so boring, complicated. that
how can I have interest in them!'
(Miss Yuen, lst year History)
Her impatient tone with politics, were indeed
strongly echoed by others:
'I don't take much interest in news about
politics because it is too complicated for me to
grasp. Take the Basic Law for example, there
are so many committees, specialized terms and
debates that I don't know what they are all
about! I can't afford a heavy cost, something
that I must pay, to trace through its
development so as to keep abreast of i.t!'
(Miss So, 3rd year General Business Management)
'Why don't I have interest in politics? Well, my
friends also have little interest too! Though I
think I ought to know more about it, I have
little basic knowledge about it. It is just too
costly and involves too much sacrifice to start
from zero now'
(Miss Tang, 3rd year English)
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certainty of falling on their heads, having interest in
politics turned to be an arduous job. It is too remote
to command our respondents attention, who were faced
with all sorts of concrete'urgent' and engaging daily
issues. They could thus found no imperative in paying
close and constant attention to politics (Rosenberg,
51:13). Some of them, whose cost-benefit mentality
was prominent, rejected their interest and concern with
politics outright on instrumental grounds.
'Being a Business Administration, I should be
concerned with Heng Seng Index and Gold prices.
Knowledge about our political. scenes doesn't
help much in promoting my career. Concern with
politics should be the job of those social
science majors, not us!'
(Lam, 3rd year Accounting)
Lastly, a crucial factor-comes to the fore.
'Why on earth should I be interested in politics
if we could do nothing to change it! Thousands
of protesting signatures have been signed
against building Daya Bay nuclear plant and the
passing of the Public Order Ordinance that
infringes press freedom, but they were futile.
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So, what's the point of getting concerned with
it?'
Up to this stage, we recognize that besides the
complexity, abstractness, remoteness of politics, and
the 'heavy costs' involved in getting psychological
involvement with it, political inefficacy also stood
out as a prominent factor to explain student's
political inactivism as far as their interest in
politics is concerned. What follows will still be the
story about political inefficacy in dampening another
facet of.political activism-the political
participation.
II. Political Efficacy
'If the Hong Kong Government is considering a
legislation that you think would be very detrimental to
our society, how will you face the situation?'( I ask)
Lam's response can be taken as typical for the
nonactivists.
'Attitudinally, I would oppose it.' (But will
you take actions to manifest your opposition?)
'If I am the only dissenter, I'll do nothing at
all.. I don't think that the Hong Kong
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Government will change her mind because of my
voice. A single person can hardly alter the
Government's decisions, sometimes not even mass
pressures!'
(Mr. Law, 4th year Biochemistry)
So, in their judgment, applying mass pressure is
essential for successful political 'struggle'.
Nevertheless, more than 70% of them stress that it is
useless in trying to influence governmental decision,
even with mass support.
'Many people and organizations have expressed
their anger for the freedom-
threatening legislation of Public Ordinance. We
have also signed in the petition letters written
by the Student Union. But the Government just
go ahead with her plan. So participating in
political. actions is useless
(Miss So, 3rd year. General Business Management)
Many of them also quoted another case in their
answers. This time, another government was involved.
'We don't want the Daya Bay nuclear plant to be
built so closely to Hong Kong. More than a
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million have signed a protesting letter. Yet,
the China's Government simply ignored them: So,
it is unimportant whether I have signed the
letter or not.'
(Miss Ng, 2nd yr. Sociology)
Unquestionably, the failures to change the decisions
of the governments over two traumatic, widely-supported
political issues, have undermined our respondents'
political inefficacy, yet, noting that the Daya-Bay
issue occurred in Summer, 1986, while the campaign
against Public Order Ordinance ended in failure in
1987, how were respondent's political efficacy before
those two frustrating experiences? Many of then
responded that the sense of inefficacy was not as high
as that after the events, While it is difficult, if
not impossible, to calculate exactly by what degredd
their inefficacy had risen after those nightmares, Ng's
incisive recollection of her experiences sharply
reflect the built-in nature of their entrenched
political inefficacy.
'I think many of us(university students) would
fegl that polities is something very strange.
When studying Economics & Public Affairs in
secondary schools, only some factual, static.
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partial and beautifying pictures were introduced
about our government. They told us the names
and functions of the Governmental Departments.
They also told that our Government consults
public opinions. We were not taught to comment
evaluatively on politics. Few secondary
students were encouraged to study the section of
contemporary Chinese History. Teachers said
that it was difficult to score high marks in
that section in the School Certificate
Examination. So, many secondary students don't
even realize how Hong Kong was ceded and leased
from China..... Anyway, I have seldom been
encouraged to be concerned with politics si...nce
my childhood. Nor do my family members, friends
and schoolmates care about it. I simply don't
feel that politics has direct pertinence to ine,
and I don't care who is sitting in Governor's
House!'
(Miss Ng, 2nd year Sociology)
If Ng's family members, friends and schoolmates are
not anamolous deviants, our university students--the
future leaders of our society--seemed to have been
brought up in a politically apathetic and
non-participant social context. With regard to this
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point, further evidence needs to be amassed and tabled
before more tenable conclusion can be drawn,, yet, some
crystal clear inherent depoliticizing elements built in
our educational institution have been revealed. They
were not taught to evaluate, to critize and, least of
all, to participate in politics in secondary schools.
A cognitive approach stressing the institutional
aspects of our polity, that does nothing but distort
the political reality, was presented to student (Tsang,
1985:4-5).
Though our political education has failed to arouse
our potential elites' interest in politics, can we draw
out some concrete consequences on their political
behaviour? Again, Miss Ng's vivid answer soundly
epitomize the others' responses:
'I seldom attended forums on political issues.
But when I did, I was afraid to speak up. I
fear that my innocence in politics would be
mocked at. So, I mustn't speak....'
Hence, firstly, their knowledge-inefficacy about
politics posed a strong threat to their ego and
inhibited acquiring political skills and new political
knowledge through outspoken manner in political
communication. She furthered that,
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'I was morally outrageous with the passing of
the Public Order Ordinance. Yet, I would only
sign my name in a letter already containing a
long list of protesting signatures. I feel
secure in that way. I would be scared to become
one of the few, noticeable leaders, marching on
the street.'
Mr. Man even went beyond Ng.
'I didn't sign the protesting letter. My name
counts only once, so it is of nearly on use....
I will not be an initiator of any protest
because I am not skilful whether I am will
justified to launch that type of collective
action.... Street-running petition, marching
are too radical. They disturb the peace of our
society!'
In fact, only one of our 13 respondents have
participated in political events other than the issue
of Daya Bay Public Order Ordinance. On the one hand,
it confirms that the behavioral dimension of this
groups also indicated a low level of political
activism. On the other hand, waging political protests
in open confrontations with an authority (the
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government) was so alien and large a break from their
socialization experiences that they got very uneasy
with any mode of participatory acts except the most
peaceful one, the signing of letters. Even more
ego-threatening was the idea of autonomously becoming
an initiator or a leader of a confrontational campaign.
They felt themselves lacking skill, knowledge, and
judicious judgment of political participation. Then
inefficacy-complex finally justified their siting
behind the facade and opting the safest, way by joining
the most 'civilized' mobilized mode of political
participation.
To sum up, the nonactivists were some politically
unskilled, mobilized followers, likely to influence
government's decision through the mildest mode of
political participation, only when some blatant 'social
injustice' arises. Against this background, their
unanimous answers of saying 'No' out of
'inefficacy-complex' to the following question becomes
expected: 'will you autonomously write letter to air
your views on the Green paper of our future
Representative Government?'
III. Political Trust
As discussed earlier, people * s evaluation of the 
quality of the product that the political system 
produces may affect political participation (Gamson in 
Abcarian & Soule, 1971:41-45). If they have very 
positive evaluation of governments’ performance, why 
should they bother with changing her decisions? Thus, 
our respondents1 political trust of Hong Kong's public 
policies and leadership in government (Gamson in 
Abcarian & Soule, 1971:42) are tapped.
We first ask them about their views on the policies 
of education and housing. Throughout the dialogues 
over this section, our quasi-elites1 extremely low level 
of cognition of the political sphere was fully exposed. 
For instance, when I raised to Yuen, who 1ived in 
privately owned flats,
{What do you feel about quality of the public 
housing services provided by the Government in 
the past 10 years?)
She said, ’Ah ... .maybe I am satisfied. *
(Why?) (pause for more than 10 seconds)
The Government has bui1t many public residential 
units.’
(Miss Yuen, 1st year History)
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Many others only went a small step beyond Yuen's.
'I am content with the housing policies. Many
public estates and. Home Ownership Buildings have
been built by the Government. Their rent or
price are also quite cheap.'
(Miss So, 3rd year General Business Management)
'Oh, our housing policy has created a miracle in
the world. Many high-rising public estates have
supplanted the squatter huts.'
(Miss Ng, 2nd year Sociology)
In a word, their low interest in politics has
predisposed them to observe the most prominent features
of a public policy, e.g., the quantity of policy
outputs(blocks of buildings) rather than the policy
making process. Of course, we can find exception,, yet
the exceptions so rare that only one of them went
somewhat deeper:
'On the surface, our Government seems to have
achieved a marvellous job. Yet, despite the
construction of so many public estates and new
towns, many people have to still wait and wait
before they can move in. Besides, the Housing
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Authority runs on a financially self-sufficient
basis. Though lands are reserved by the
Government. for housing projects, the real
expenditure she has spent on housing is much
less than what many believed.'
(Miss Yu, 2rid year Social Work)
Judging from their 'impressionistic'
standpoint, no wonder only two of them felt
dissatisfied with Government's housing policy.
In switching to educational pollcy, their
direct personal experiences enabled them to
express more harboured feeling,
'Although the Government has shouldered much
responsibility in educational services,
education is plagued by some problems. For
instance, the educational facilities provided
for lower class, including the environment for
studying, are less than satisfactory. Moreover,
moral education seems crippled in shchools.
(Mr. Law, 4th year, Biochemistry).
'The tremendous examination pressures in Hong
Kong have severely impaired our initiatives of
learning. We were also seldom taught how to
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live our life. Besides, Chinese language was
not encouraged by the Government to be the chief
medium of instruction.'
(Miss Ng, 2nd year, Sociology)
Finally, concerning their overall evaluation of the
quality of public policies, I asked,
'Taking the aggregate effects of public policies
together, do you agree that the Government has
satisfactorily improved our standard of living
in the past decade?'
As expected, growing up in age of spirally
expanding budget on social welfare, (elaborated
in Chapter. 4) only one of our respondents gave a
negative answer to the question.
Summing up this part, our respondents have
generally favourable evaluations on policies
that significantly affect their lives. Except
the issues of Daya Bay and Public Order
Ordinance, there simply seems no blatant
injustice which is so urgent and so necessary
for them to be politically activistic so as to
secure a modest standard of living. But how
about their political trust of leaders?
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A. Trust of Leaders
As what we expect, only the most
impressionistic accounts were given in response
to my question:
(Is Youde a good Governor of Hong Kong?)
'He has give me a good impression,'
(Why?)
'... I don't know why intuitively, I like
him.... At least, he is a suitable leader for
Hong Kong to weather the crisis of 1997.'
(Miss Yuen, 1st year, History)
'He can be said to be a good Governor.
Newspapers said that he worked very hard and
flew here and there for negotiations of Hong
Kong's future.'
(Miss Tang, 3rd year, English)
Though the constant flights of Youde between Peking,
London and Hong Kong has won him a positive image of
being diligent and kind among 3/4 of our respondents,
some students articulated their mistrust and
'conspiracy theory' about Youde.
* .1 agree that it was a pa i nstaking task for him 
to f 1 y around , Ye t , he * s just a pawn of the 
U.K. 5
( M i s s Y u , 2 n d y e a r f S o c i. a 1 W o r k )
{ I n e a s e H o n g K o n g ? s i. n t e r e s t c o n f 1 i c t s w i t h 
that of the U « K . ’ s , on which side do you th i.r\k 
he will stand?)
*He wi11 care U .K . 1s interest first. In fact, 
the U,K. has often exp1o11ed Hong Kong for her 
i nterest.
F o r Mi s s N g (2nd y ear, So c 1o]o g y )
1 0 u r G o v e r n o r w i. 11 o n I y b e I o y a .1 t o t h e W u e e n i n 
such i.nterest conf 1 xct. A case in point was 
that he did not struggle for our interest in 
Day a Be. y i s s u e d e s p i. t e p o p u 1 a r o p p o s i t i o n ♦ F o r 
the Electronic Road Pricing scheme, s1nce we 
h a v e a 1 r e a d y p a i d t h e U . K , a 1 u ib p s u m t o 
purehase equipment, our Government was wi11ing 
t o a x e E R P s c h e m e . *
Actually, it should be noted that 12 out of our 13 
nonactivists echoed the view that the Hong Kong 
Government in general and the Governor in particular
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will sacrifice Hong Kong's interest for the U.K.'s in
case oi interest conflicts. So, in their views, Hong
Kong was merely a pawn of the U.K., and our interest
would only be upheld when it did not contravene the
interests oi the eclipsed Colonial Empire.
Finally, when their views on general performance of
Governmental Department heads and Secretaries were
solicited. Yu (2nd year, Social Work) reported,
'They have their meetings,policy-making process
and debates behind closed doors. So it's hard
to deliver comments. Sometimes, I had a feeling
that they were serving Britain's interest under
the guise of serving Hong Kong people.'
Our Government was in essence a secluded monocratic
bureaucracy. It was 'secluded from political and
social force which might threaten to undermine its
autonomy.' (Lau 1982:25) Such exclusion has
unavoidably promoted the feelings of remoteness,
indifference and even suspicion on the part of our
respondents toward the Government. Of course, the
aforementioned severe lack of interest in politics also
contributed to students superficial, simplistic and
impressionistic comments on senior civil servants.
10nly very vague impressions can be conceived by
me about those top civi1 servants. I think
their abilities are O,K. But, of course, there
are some exceptions, Mr. scott is a remarkable
example of poor leader,... Responsiveness? I
don't think they are responsive enough. They
don't take the public opinion into account when
formulating public policies
(Miss So} 3rd year, General Business Management)
'Hadon-Gave wasagood civic servant, For
others, I don't have much to say'
(Miss Tang, 3rd year Eng1ish)
oh, their abilities are for sure O,K. Judging
from the harsh examinations they must pass for
getting their job and the variegated exposures
they underwent under the rotationa1 service
arragement, those senior AO.s are personnel ot
high calibre.... But, I don't think they have
paid enough attention to public opinions.'
(Lam 3rd year Accounting)
in short, a group of vaguely ijr.pressed capoole,
irresponsive and. unapproachable governmenta 1 1 eaders
were the images in their minds
To round about this section, the nonactivists' trust
of the tangible public policies at large has measurably
decreased the necessity of political activism. Yet,
what are the effects of their ignorance and mistrust
(over motivation) of our political leader on activism?
On recalling Miss Mg' s incisive and typical
self-reflections,
'I simply don't feel that politics has direct
pertinence to me, and I don't care who is
sitting in our Governor's House!'
(2nd year, Sociology)
Whoever are occupying the top echelons of our
political ladders seem no concern to her (and probably
to them!). Then, what are their genuine concerns,
their 'success' and their dreams? To answer the two
questions raised here, we must set our minds to the
most important and the concluding part of the entire
chapter Students' civic obligation.
IV. Civic Obligation
(Do university students have the duty to be
concerned with society?)
T h e i r a n s w e r s h a v e g i v e n u s m a. n y r e v e a I a 1 i o n s a b o u t 
their concerns , thei.r def ined 5 successes * and their 
dreams.
* Whether we should contribute and concerned with 
s oc i e t y i s a ma 11er of persona]. cho i.ce . Peop 1 e 
have the right of freedom to choose for 
themselves. Only when they think they have 
dutiest the devotion to care and work for the 
society can be counted as a duty!,
( M r * L a. w , 3 r d y e a r B i o c h e m i s t r y )
'People have choices to decide as to whether 
they should do this or not. We can't say that 
they are wrong if they don't care about our 
society.*
(Miss Tang, 3rd year English)
”People have freedom to decide what is right.
If all people do the same thing, we human beings
become too homogeneous » 1 
( M r . L a m , 3 r d y e a r A c c o u n t i n g }
From above, we witness a group of students espousing 
not only the cardinal value of individuals' freedom, 
but also, on closer scrutiny, the principle of moral
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relativism, or, in Lukes' concept, ethical
individualism. (Lukes, 1973 :101) It is the
individual, to be the supreme arbiter of moral values.
No one else can judge for himself.
Surprisingly, as many as 8 out of our 13 present
nonactivists respondents articulated their belief in
ethical individualism. 3 out of the other five
answered that their moral duty should be confined to
knowing what was going on in society. Only 2 of the 13
respondents definitely replied that university students
have the duty to contribute to society for what they
have received from society.
'Without tax-payers' support, we can't enjoy the
huge facilities. Thus, university students
should pay back our society.'
Probable corollaries of their general subscribing to
ethical individualism under the banner of 'freedom' are
a weakened-sense of moral imperative to be concerned
with society, to be interested in politics, and to have
political participation. Freedom has become their
protective shield that releases them from the alleged
duty of having awareness,interest and participation in
politics. Yet, their version of 'freedom' did not
extremely dictate that they were justified to do
a n y t h i n g t h e y w a n t e cl.
JAs long as our actions donAt do any harm to 
others, they are OAK,. In fact every job 
contributes to society. Why must we stress that 
w e s h o u 1 d b e c o n c e r n e d w i t h s o c i e t y ? 1 { M r . L a m 
and Mr. M a )
Thus , their f base 1 ine 7 of indi vidu.a 1 f reedorn seeins 
to be avoidance of inflicting * palpable’ harm to others 
or society. Except that, they believed they had every 
right and justification to do whatever they want.
7 Freedom was ... the absence of constraints on
U S ?
{Miss Tse 1st year History)
Miss Tse, who uttered out the implicit negatively 
d e f i n e d v e r s i o n o f 5 f r e e d o m * , h a d m a d e a s u g g e s t l v e 
move. Based on solely the negatively defined concept 
of freedom, no unequivocal end-state was positively 
highlighted . With that precept alone, they were led to 
nowhere ! Yet , they d.id not 11 ve in a cu 11ural , socia 1 
and historical vacuum. The historic relics of Hong 
Kong as a refuge for the Chinese refugees,the rapid
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industrialization and the capitalist nature of Hong
Kong's economy, the escalating provision of social
welfare, the proliferation of the culturally
pluralistic mass media and the increasing tolerance as
well as skills of a predominantly depolicizing polity,
have joint together (elaborated later) to shape the
direction and dreams our respondents headed for. So
the problem left for us to grapple with here and now
is: What was the guiding principle as embodied in their
sense of self and sense of purpose? To tap those sense
and, subsequently, the guiding principle, it is
fruitful to start with their own interpretation of
i nff RiirppRf n 1 1.
A. Success
(When you choose your job, how would you rank the
following 5 items as criteria in making your choice?
Interest, Money, Power, Social status and contribution
to society)
'I would for sure opt for interest as the top
consideration during my job-hunting. Secondly,
it will be money.'
(Mr. Ma 4th year General Business Management)
(So, becoming a tycoon is very important for 
you? )
1 No, but I must have enough money to relieve my 
a n x i e t y o v e r f i n a n c i a 1 d i f f i c u 11 v i n m e e t i n g a 
modest standard of living * ’
(Mr. Ma)
U n s u r p r i sing 1 y , 8 o u t o f 1 3 p 1 a c e d i n d i. v i d u a 1 * s 
interest as top priority in choosing their job. What 
c a m e n e x t w a s m o n e y .
T h e v s t r e s s e d t h e i r d e s i r e o f f i n a n c i a 1 * s e c u r i t y 1 
to meet, a 'modest standard of living3, instead of 
having an intransigent demand of becoming a 
mi11ionaire. 1Contributi on to soci ety*, the only
high-sounding and eo11ective-interest oriented 
ci' j ter ion , was only chosen by 5 ou t. of tne i espondents * 
In ad.cii.fi.on, they were only ranked the 2nd moot 
important criterion. Thus, a preliminary, self-oriented 
guiding map for our respondents has emerged♦
The color of the picture got more enriched after my
question:
(You have got a magic stick that can fulfill whatever 
wish you may have. Now, with the magic stick, can you 
tell me what sort of ideal life you want to experience; 
What are the elements contained in your ideal life?)
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'Good friends, good husband, a harmonious family
and no less than $7000 monthly income should be
contained in my ideal life.'
(Miss Tse, 1st year History)
Though Miss Tse was one of the only two students who
asserted university students' duty to be concerned with
our society, no trace of 'society' or collectivistic
goals could be spotted in her 'ideal life' at all.
Similarly,
'I want to have a swimming pool and big house to
live. Besides, I want to continue to study,
accompanied with some good friends!'
(Miss Yuen, 1st year History)
'A job that suits my interest and capability, a
warm family and having some good friends are
what I dream of'
(Mr. Law, 4th year Biochemistry)
Though Miss Yu presented a more romanticized
scenario of her 'wonderland', an individual and
familial orientation, as contrasted with
collective-interest orientation, also xan through her
picture:
1 I would dream of living in Australia, rearing 
some sheep, playing guitar by a hearth of fire 
with my good friends and family!'
I rt s h o r t, n e i t h e r a n t i - e s t a b 1 i s h m e n t ( p o s t u r e ) n o r 
ideological tones could be found in our
presumab1y idea1istic vanguards of society, Instead of 
collectivistic idealism, they were on1y im bued with 
individualistie (or at the best, fami1istic) 
p r a g m a t i s m . T h e 1 r :i n d i v i d \ j a 1 i s t i c o r i e n t a t i o n w a s m o s t. 
distinctly exemplified by their self-orienated and. 
instrumenta1 ea1cu1ations in 1ocating the1r own ro1es 
w i t h p o 1 i t i e a 1 a f f a i r s .
’I won't be any initiator or leader of political 
protests.«.. No, it is not because I am afraid 
of taki  ng the ro1e , but rather I have to spend a 
lot of time, energy and so on for doing that 
job, f
{Miss Tang, 3rd year English)
iFrom time to time, 1 feel that political issues 
may not have direct and immediate effects on us, 
For instance, the P\jb1ie 0rder 0rdinance posed a 
d i rect threat to the media indust ry on 1 y , 
not us. As long as the Government does not
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enforce the newly enacted legislation, we are
not that tangibly affected. On the contrary, if
you spend less time on earning money, your
dwindling income will directly and visibly
affect you.'
(Miss So, 3rd year General Business Management
'I havepaid close attention to the spirit
behind the Public Order Ordinance. If I do not
want to be a politician, the legislation doesn't
have much to do with me!J
(Mr. Law, 3rd year Biochemistry)
The above self-explanatory dialogues vividly
demonstrate the dampening effects of instrumental
individualism on our quasi-elites' political activism.
Last but not the least, their views on equality
further illuminates their instrumental individualism.
B. Equality
(Supposing that the Baptist, Shue Yan and
Lingnan College have upgraded their resources to
be on a par with those of the two universities
before your graduation, should the Government
grant degrees to them?)
’Yes, we should grant them d e g r e e s . !
(But it w i 1 ]. adversely affect your career, w o n ’t 
if )
’0h > yes, I have to reconsider i t ! ’
( M r . C h a, n 1 s t y e a r H i s t o r y }
'I catch what you m e a n ..,. W e l l , I ’ve some sort 
o f i n terna 1 s trugg I e between e q u a .1 i ty and 
s elf- i n i e r e s t . B u t I t h i n k I w i 11 f i n a 11 y 
end o rs e gran tin g . 5 
(Miss Ng t 2nd year Sociology)
Thei r precept of indi v i dua 1 ach i e v e m e n t , or in a 
w o r d , ins trumenta1 individua1 ism again exercised 
influence on their judgment. It has palpably impeded 
them giving a straight-forward answer for espousing 
equality. As a result, 6 of them admitted to havij some
sort of ’interna1 s t ruggle* , 2 of them b 1un11y negated
t h e g r a n t i n g o f d e g r e e o n t h e i r s e 1 f - d i s c 1 o s e d
i n d i v i d u a 11. s t i c g r o u n d s , a n d o n 1 y 4 o f t h e m
affirmatively said ’Y e s ’ to the granting process.
On the other hand, they seemed righteous gentlemen 
and lad 1e s , u p h o 1ding the princip1e of equa1 ity when 
t he ir i nt e r est s were t hreatened.
(The Government is considering to lift her
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subsidies on half-fare service for the
post-secondary students. Do you agree?) 'It's
not fair, we are only students. Why doesn't the
Government consider removing her subsidies for
secondary students as well?'
(Miss Tang, 3rd year English)
Among the overwhelming majority opposing the removal
of subsidies, the principle of equality was the common
underlying backbone for their argument. Thus, being
the capIves of individualism, they were applying double
standard in the service of their own interest!
To sum up this part on civic obiigation, under the
banner of freedom, our respondents had made themselves
the arbiters of morality and freed themselves from the
pressure of the alleged duty of social concern. Yet,
leaving oneseives free choice to define morality does
not necessarily imply one's subscribing to egoism. The
curx was, therefore, while granting so much latitude in
moral beliefs to themselves What were the values to
which they were finally commited and that oriented
their lives? To answer this question, we have
elaborated this part with more in depth questions of
their views on success, ideal life, equality and
instrumentality with politics.
Their visions of success and ideal life, have
vividly shown their passionate concerns for individual,
or at the most, familial comforts. Their subscription
to instrumentality with politics and double standard on
'equality' did nothing but confirme their espousal of
the value-syndrome of instrument,a 1 individua 1 ism. That
very particular value, as our latter arguments in
Chapter 6 will show, is a product of Hong Kong's
historicalpolitical, economic and cultural contexts.
The contexts do. not offer a collectivistic ethos to
imbue its potential elites. Eventually, we witness a
group of university political nonactivists, anchoring
their sense of selves and purpose on 'cost-benefit'
analysis of individuals' interests, and the intution of
feeling inwardly more or less free, comfortable and
authentic....' (Bellah et al, 1986:79)
V. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have first proved that the
selected group of 13 strudents were really political
nonactivists judging from their low level of interest
in politics and political participation. lhe
complexity of politics, the 'remoteness' of political
implications and the instrumental individualistic value
of the nonacti.vists have contributed to their lack of
interest in politics. Their lack of interest has
worsened their inefficacy complex. With that complex
in political inefficacy and instrumental individualism,
they participated politically only in less costly
mobilized forms and in the mildly manner, when scarce
blatant injustice arose in Hong Kong. No doubt, with
their value of instrumental individualism, 'who sits in
the Governor's House' is not their greatest concern.
What concerned them more were the? tangible policy
outputs, which were deemed satisfactory at large.
Thus, political activism of our actors and actresses
have been dampened by the aggregate effects of their
political inefficacy, favourable political trust of
policy outputs and lack of civic obligation because of
the instrumental individualism. Consequently, they
played a spectator role in the po1itica1 sphere, with
the characteristics of:
1. Reluctance to be the initiators or leaders ot
political participation.
2. Mininmizing personal costs during political
participation.
CHAPTER THREE
Present Activists1 Political Attitudes
In this chapter, we aim at discussing the political
trust, political efficacy arid civic obligation of the
10 interviewed activists. After that, a comparison of
the attitudes between the activists and nonactivists
will be made so as to throw light on the importance of
those attitudes.
To start with, how do we know that the selected 10
students were activists? While it is impossible to
draw a distinct demacrating boundary between the
activists and nonactivists, we .hate carefully chosen
those 10 students so that it is beyond reasonable doubt
that they had been activists at least for a year during
their campus life. In fact, except one of them, all
have been actively engaged in student union or student
newspaper for at least 2 years.
To establish they were political activists among the
students, let us first look at their interest in
politics. We found that, firstly, all of them read
newspapers everyday; secondly, they all regularly read
news magazines predominantly with specific issues in
minrk. Thirdly, they have constant discussion on
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political issues with others. Lastly, only one of them
had misidentified Lydla Dunn and S.Y. Chung as the most
senior unofficial members in LegCo and ExCo
respectively. (Only 7 of nonactivists made correct
identification). Hence, their interest in politics
could be undoubedtly reckoned as high. Regarding
political participation, they had all been leaders or
the cores in political events, trying to influence
either the Hong Kong or Chinese Government. The
controversy over direct election, Public Order
Ordinance and Daya Bay in Hong Kong, and opposition to
anti-liberalization movement in China, were but some
prominent examples. Hence in brief, they were all
political activists as what we defined earlier.
Next, we will first look at their trust of our
Government. Have their relatively higher political
tqjLy.
activismprompted by a relatively lower political trust
vis-a-vis the nonactivists?
1• Political Trust of Leaders
Unlike the nonactivist, this group of quasi-elites
did not naively praise upon Youde because of his flying
around. Instead, his so— called contributions to the
settlement of Hong Kong's future were severely doubted
and even denied.
We know too little of what were behind his
moves. We don't know whether his flying north
was for the U.K.'s business deals or for Hong
Kong people's interests. Nor do we know his
endorsement of fixing our exchange-rate a
strategy in their 'public opinion war'
against China or in the service for our interest
In case U.K.'s and Hong Kong's interest
clash with each other, he will look after U.K.'s
interest first!'
(Mr. Choi, 3rd year, 87 Chairman, CUSU)
'Youde was only a diplomat sent from U.K.. He
would place U.K.'s interest above that of Hong
Kong.'
(Mr. Chung, 2nd year, 86 Chairman, CUSU)
«
'I agreed that he seemed to have been
hardworking. But a good governor should be
responsive and representative of public
opinions. During the Sino-British talks on out
future, no disclosure of details was made. Only
an office collecting public opinions was set up
after the signing of the Agreement. As a
Queen's servant, he was bound to be so' (Mr.
L,ee t 4 th yr. 8 5-86, Chief Editors, Student
Newspaper, CU)
Hence, though 2 of our 19 respondents affirmed his
contributions during the SIno-British talks, the
overwhelming majority only regarded him as an
irresponsive and secret British delegate sent here for
the U.K.' s interest. They doubted the sincerity
of Hong Kong's top leader serving Hong Kong's
interests. The belief that Hong Kong was only a pawn
in British eyes were both widely and deeply ingrained
among them.
When we turned to senior civil servants, i.e.,
Departmental Heads and Secretaries, they unanimously
presented concrete pictures of able, efficient and
distant bureaucrats in their evaluations.
a
'The capabilities of senior civil servants are
quite strong, The ICAC's successful fight
against corruption, the reduction of the
seriousness of housing problems, and the set-up
of District Administration Scheme are some good
indicators of their high calibre.'
{Mr. Choi, 3rd year, 87 Chairman, CUSU)
'Those senior bureaucrats were capable
generalists conducting sensible policies.'
(Mr. Lee, 4th year, 85-86 Chief Editor, Student
Newspaper, CU)
Yet, good appraisal of those policy-makers' general
calibre did not entail that they were deemed
responsive. All of them expressed dissatisfaction with
our senior civil servants' responsiveness to public
views. The activists' passionate concern with
democratizing Hong Kong was also read between the
lines:
'As an elitist system, their responsiveness is
less than satisfactory. Though public views may
be wrong, what counts is the process of
collecting and paying due respect to the voices
of our people,'
£
(Mr. Choi, 3rd year, Chairman, 1987, CUSU)
As our activists have much confidence in senior
civil servants' administration skills, then what made
them more activistic in changing governments' decision?
Does the answer lie in their intense criticality of
government's social policies?
A. Trust of Social Policies
To our surprise, in no sense can we claim that the
activists' evaluation of governments' two social
policies Housing and Education-- is less favourable
than those expressed by the nonactivists.
'As the Government has provided decent housing
units for so many people in Hong Kong, her
housing policy can be counted as successful. In
the functional area of education, it is good to'
see the implementation of the 9-year free
educational scheme. The next educational
improvement may extend 9 to 12 years. Despite
the chaotic planning in our tertiary education,
our educational services, taken as a whole, are
quite good.'
(Mr. Lam, 3rd year, 85-86 Editor, Student
«
Newspaper, CD)
'As far as the provision of housing units is
concerned, the Government's housing policy is
acceptable. Yet, the policy has also got such
defects as poor management, escalating rent and
financial deficits. For the area of education,
it is plagued with many problems. The
disorderly schooling systems, the excessive
examinations, and the oppressive schooling
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environment are all malaises of our educational
institution.'
(Mr. Lee, 4th year, 85-86, Chief Editor, Student
Newspaper, CU)
Though their comments on our educational policies
compared less favourably than those on the housing
policies, we should remember that the differences only
resembled the situation made by our nonactivistes. No
especially harsher comments than the nonactivists could
be registered in general among our activistic leaders.
Of utmost importance, our political activists frankly
admitted that Hon Kong's social policies have been
more 'reasonably'' constructed and thus more acceptable.
'Time has changed. Though Hong Kong in the 80's
still has some 'social contradictions', they are
much less sharper, less suppressive, less
exploitative and less conspicious than those
in the 60s. The blatant, corrupted policemen's
soliciting 'protection fees' from hawkers and
the involuntary relinquishing of seats in
secondary schools out of financial hardships, no
longer beset people today.'
(Mr. Choi, 3rd year, 87, Chairman, CUSU)
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'I don't think that there exists no 'social
contradictions', yet they are on the decrease
and being dissolved.The government has seemed
to become more ' reasonable' in designing the
social policies. Thus, 'right' and 'wrong' is
no longer as 'black-and-white' today as that in
70's. It is just difficult to see a totally
perfect or purely evil policy. Taking the
recently debated Central provident Fund as a
case. On the one hand, we should lend support
to it because it provides security against
hardships after retirement, On the other hand,
it is not without reason for the government to
refuse enforcing a compulsory provident scheme
as it may adversely raise our productivity
costs.'
(Mr.Chung. 2nd year, 86, Chairman, CUSU)
Conventionally, Student Union has taken up the role
of militant leadership for the university students.
They act as vanguards of social justice and wage
confrontations against the government to crusade
against injustice. New, the unanimous agreement of the
2 chairman of Student Union on Governments' increasing
'rationality' in making policies would seem only
deradicalize student's political activism. Hence, it
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is more intriguing to see why they were still
relatively more politically activistic. The riddle
became more bewildered as we found that they were
deeply disturbed by the 'Knowledge-inefficacy' during
political participation.
II. Political Efficacy
The complexity of political controversies or social.
policies in a metropolitan city of -long Kong has time
and again made our activistic leaders disoriented.
'When I drilled deeper into the debate of
whether the rich should pay higher rents,I came
across a problem which is so knotty that I was
at a loss of what to do. In simple words, the
entire debate resolved around the proportion of
total budget that our Government should expend
on housing in particular, and in Social Welfare
in general. I felt myself lacking knowledge to
reach a sound judgement on that 'big' problem of
specifying unequivocal criteria for our overall
resouces allocation!'
(Mr. Wong, 4th year, 84-85, Executive Member,
Student Union, New Asia College, CU)
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The contentions social movement on the nuclear plant
in Daya Bay, also threw our former chairman of Student
Union into disarray.
'Though the nuclear plant seemingly poses a
threat to Hong Kong people, but does nuclear
energy play an indispensable role in modernizing
China? While so many developed countries have
been noticeably relying on nucleat energy,
should we follow suit? Faced with the
inevitable depletion of natural resources, how
can we strike a balance between utilizing
nuclear energy for social development and the
conservation of our natural environment?'
(Mr. Tsang, 2nd year, 86, Chairman, CUSU)
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From these two examples, we can observe that our
activi.stic leaders envisaged the social and political
issues in a rational manner. With that manner of
thinking, they sooner or later discover that all their
decisions would be based on some complex premises with
all sorts of ethical dilemmas or empirical
uncertainties.
The situation was similarly encountered as far as
China is concerned,
'In the past, when the champions for democracy
were arrested in China, our previous student
leaders could wage protests without hesitation
against the blatant injustice. But now, while
China is on the track of its complex
modernization, it would be an extremely hard
task to follow closely what was going on, not to
say exercising appropriate influences on the
Chinese Government with the intractable problems
of modernization.'
(Mr. Tsang, 2nd year, 86, CHairman, CUSU)
With the prevalence of 'knowledge-inefficacy' among
our activistic leaders, it came as no surprise that in
the past 4 years, the main political participation
launched by the activistic leaders in Hong Kong were
mainly confind to 'sloganizing-protests' against the
Hong Kong's or Chinese Government's instrusion of some
political ideas. (Law, 1987:373)
1. Submitting proposals to lobby for and delineate the
structures of a democraticized future Hong Kong
Government. (84-85)
2. Requesting the Chinese Government to have re-trials
of 'democratic fighters'. (86)
3. Struggling for a tempory suspension of the Dava Bay
Project. The activistic Leaders had no idea whether
they should definitively rule out the erection of
the nuclear plant. (87)
4. Demanding China not to persecute Chinese
intellectuals during the anti-bourgeoise
liberalization moverment. (87)
5. Demanding the Hong Kong Government to remove the
freedom-threatening PUblic Order Ordinance. (87)
(The konwledge-inefficacy Luis caused internal
division among Colleges, elaborated in Chapter 5.)
Hence, the activists'
1. general political trust and acceptance of Hong
Kong's social policies'
2. complexity of social policies and political issues,
arid
3. students' rational mode of handling social and
political issues as well as their self-awareness of
the debatable 'guilding principles' for actions have
combined together to produce the following affects:
1. Scarcity of open confrontations against the Hong
Kong Government for outrage over social issues.
2. Most of their political actions were triggered off
by the governments, be it Hong Kong or Chinese,
contravening their respectful and high-sounding
political ideals of 1iberty and democracy. Yet,
democracy or liberty were no panacea.
'Commitment to democracy doesn't automatically
gives us the blueprint of when and how should
Hong Kong be democraticized, nor did it tell us
whether we should approve of the specialized
details drafted by the Basic Law Drafting
Committee. What we painfully lack now is an
ideology. Democracy is not an ideology,
(What do you mean by ideology?)
'By ideology, 1 mean a set of ideas that shows
the institutional roots of most social malaises
and whereby our political activism can be
effectively guided towards building a better
society.'
(Mr. Lee, 4th year, 85-86, Chief Editor, Student
Newspaper, CU)
In short, embracing an ambiguous ideal of democracy
did not make our ambitious activistic leaders
satisfied. As reported by Mr. Lee, they were very
frustrated over their failure in submitting insightful
'packages' for Hong Kong's democratization. What was
more, they suffered from the role-stress of failing to
be ideologues or ideological proponents.
Yet, we should not be misled that their political
activism had been totally dampened by their
knowledge-inefficacy. At the very least, their
espousal of democracy as a braod ideal, on the surface,
has led them to make many crusades for it.
'I don't think there will be direct election in
1988 under the overwhelming pressure from China.
Yet, we'll have to continue to strive for it.
Or else, there won't be direct election even in
1991.'
(Mr. Choi, 3rd year, 87, Chiarman, CUSU)
'Hong Kong Government won't care of what you
said, say, for direct election. But, the more
inactive and immobilized you are, the even less
attention the Government will pay to your
voices. Above all, through political
mobilization, students could have their
consciousness changed and be educated.'
(Mr. Chun, 2nd year, 86, Chairman, CUSU)
Faced with the knowledge-inefficacy and China's
opposition to democratization, it was striking to find
that only 2 of the 10 activists show desperation and
stopped continuing to be leaders in the student
organizations. What exactly is the battery that
provided ammunition for our activists' sustained
activism? As what the following section will show,
their political activism was mainly derived from a
value system other than the nonactivists' instrumental
individualism, conceptualized as instrumental
collectivism.
III. Civil Obiigation
In accordance with our finding on the previous
Chapter, we would expect activists to display a strong
sense of duty to be concerned with society. Yet, the
answer was staggeringly unexpected: only 4 of the 10
(40%) compared with 23% on our nonactivists, endorsed
'social concern' as duty for university students. One
cannot help wonder whether the low score has truly
reflected our activists' sense of duty to contribute to
society. The puzzle comes to the light when we read
carefully the messages among those 6 activists who
either showed reluctance or said 'no' to the alleged
duty of concerning society:
'When I was the chairman of the Student Union,
our committee members wanted to ameliorate the
prevailing political apathy among university
students. So, through media, we 'taught',
moralist!cly demanded, caricatured and even
condemned their political inactivism. Yet, our
acts were found to have deeply alienated fellow
students from us. So we became 'leaders' with
no followers, and the SU tended to be a
democratic structure practising undemocratically
a verv few ]eop1e's idiosyncratic views
Consequently, moralistic demands and
condemnation must. not beadop 1. ed. More
communication with our fellow students for
mutual understanding are essential...... I feel
very difficult to firmly answer whether we,
unjversity students have that duty or not
especially amidst an air of being skeptical
about moralism.'
(Mr. Tsang, 2nd Year, 86, Chairman, CUSU)
'Personally, I hold a strongly positive view
that T should he concerned with society. Yet,
we should not force others to accept a view.
Self-reflection is neccessary in considering
whether to accept a value or not. For those who
disclaim having such a duty. I'll challenge him
with questions till I believe that they have had
enough self-reflections and self-awareness of
the situations.'
(Mr. Lee, 4th year, 84 Chung Chi SU)
'I accepted that we have the duty. Until last
year, many of my friends sincerely told me that
the 'so-called' 'duty' was like a heavy
moralistic cap seriously suppressing them. So,
instead of bombarding them with 'duties', I
would rather lead them to participate and
experience the Daya Bay issue I'm still
positive about serving society, but 1 should
allow others choices'
(Mr. Choi, 87, Chairman, CUSU)
In brief, 2 significant points can be drawn: First,
activistic leaders past failing and alienating
moralistic persuasions on students of having social
concern have made them very sick of advocating social
concerns as a duty. Thus, the nonactivists' moral
relativism and resistance to moral persuasion has
forced the activists to retreat the moralistic demands
-- and that helps yield a misleadingly low score of
civil obligation for our activists. In fact, all of
them were still affirmative about the value of social
concern to themselves as indivisuals.
When we asked their views on 'success', more light
was thrown on thier commitment to serving society,
i.e., collective interest.
A. Success
'I would place contribution to society as my
first consideration in chossing my job. I can
find se1f-actualization in such process.'
(Mr. Lee, 4th year, 85-86, Chief Editor, CU)
'After graduation, I hope of finding a job that
can leave me enough time to continue my
activities in the Meeitng Point. I can do
something to contribute to society there.'
(Mr. Yip, 3rd year, 86, Vice-Chairman. HKUSU)
'I am most comcerned with the development of
China. So, after graduation, I would try to
hunt, for a job that offers ample opportunities
to me to keep in close touch of China.'
(Miss Tao, 4th year, 85-86, Student Newspaper)
'The ultimate goal of my zealous efforts of
demanding democracy, is to make everybody have
the consciousness, courage and determination tc
face with and care about our world.'
(Mr. Choi, 3rd year, 87, Chairman, CUSU)
In fact, 6 of them placed 'contribution to society'
as either the first or second most important criterion
in job hunting, while other four could not give
definite answers. In addition, also 7 of them
explicitly expressed keen interests to be affiliated
with political groups to further actualize their
political ideals. Among the 4 who did not submit clear
rankings of job-hunting criteria, their internal
struggles between individual and collective interest
were crystally clear:
''My own enthusiasm of becoming a protessional
producer of movies seems to clash with the more
collectivity-oriented role of being a full-time
staff in some political organizations. It s a
unKnipp for me to make.'
(Mr. Wong, 4th year, New Asia College, SU)
'If you care only about your own interests, you
can lead a very comfortable life! So, somehow,
I experience internal struggles between working
for individual and colliective interests.'
(Mr. Lo, 4th year, 85, Chief Editor, CU)
Judging from the above-mentioned majority's
preference over 'contributions to society' in job
hunting and minority's severe internal struggles, (Such
struggles were even absent among our self-oriented
nonactivists. Pursuits for individual interests seemed
taken for granted!) The activists in general displayed
a more intense and passionate concerns with collective
interests than the nonactivists. Their relatively
strong collective interest orientation was also
manifested by their views towards equality.
8 of them affirmitively agreed that university
degrees should be granted to other well qualified
post-secondary college students. Only the other 2
admitted of having some internal struggles between
individual interests and the principle of equality.
Hence, an additional profile of their adherence to
collective interests, which is much stronger than
wna Rnibodied in activists' respones to
the question on 'equality5
Above all, when we reminisce about the manifestation
of the nonactivists5 instrumental individualism in
political behavior, we noticed that:
First, the amount of personal time, energy, and
ego-threat were nonactivists5 central considerations in
determining their activism during political
participants. As a corollary, they only played a
spectator role in participation as dictated by the
self-interested calculating formula.
Second, their relatively weaker commitment to
collective interests and the likely result of lesser
moral indignation with social injustice, entailed that
the 'chance of successfully5 influencing governmental
decisions loomed large in their mental calculation of
whether to participate.
By contrast, our activiststo be revealed shortly
by what they answered, generally displayed an opposite
mode of collectivity-centered, and instrumental
orientations. The orientations manifest in political
behaviours as:
First, the amount of personal time, energy and
ego-threat occasioned in political participations were
relegated to much lesser importance. They were in
general willing to commit huge personal resources to
participating in political events if some collective
interests (mainly, democracy, liberty) were believed to
be constructively entrenched through the
participations. Thus, the re1evance of fu1fi11i n g
their collectivistic ideals became their central
consideration of whether to participate.
Second, they had relatively stronger commitment to
collective interests. Hence, they possessed more
Intense inora 1 indignation with social 'injustice'.
Their moral outrage inclined then to place smaller
emphasis ori the 'chance of successfully' influencing
governmental decisions. Unless they felt tota11y
hopeless of achieving their goals, the activists tended
to take political actions to safeguard, consolidate and
nromote their treasured values (e.g. democracy.
liberty). Their calculations were mainly directed tc
examining the effectiveness different strategies for
aggrandizement of their political influences. In
short, taking the 2 points together, the activists
demonstrated a value syndrome of instrumental-
collectivism.
To substantiate the above1 -mentioned first
manifestation of instrumental collectivism in political
behaviors, as they all occupied key roles in either
Student Union or Student Newspaper, spending 3 to 4 or
more hours a day on the organizational affairs was very
common. In the midst of controversies oer
Hong Kong
'We tried very hard to follow and submit
suggestions on the complex debates of
democratization in Hong Kong. What were the
problems of transplating Western models of
democracy in Hong Kong? Should the Government
be dominated by Executive Brabch or Legislative
(Mr. Lee, 4th year, 85-86, Chief Editor, CU
Considering the complicated and polemic nature of
the debate, it could easily be imagined that tremendous
time and energy had been devoted to discussions about
the ideals of democraticizing HOng Kong among the
activists.
In addition, when some more short-lived issues were
perceived to clash with activists' committed social
'ideals', speedy and laborious mass-mobi1ization might
be the outcome. A case in point was the activistic
students' mobilization to counter the Chinese
Government's supressing student movements in China. Re
it the involvement in long-run or short-run political
participations, their sacrifice in term of personal
costs for collective-interest were fully illustrated.
'Obviously, my term examinations results
worsened much ever since my active involvement
with the political debates of democratization.
As a Business Administration major, my chance of
entering big firms is reduced to zero......'
(Do you regreat about what you did?)
'No! What I have done is quite meaningful.'
(Mr. Lam, 85-86, Student Newspaper, CU)
(Have you waged any demonstrations to force the
government to change her decision? Do you think
they are radical actions?)
'I have done it in struggling for direct
election amidst the PUblic Order Ordinance
controversy. They are not radical at all. It's
productive to wage such open confrontations as
it can both arouse social concern and elevate
the self-awareness and self-determination of the
participant.s.'
(Mr. Lee, 4th year, 85-86, Chief Editor, CU)
'I participatd in the marching against China's
suppressing student movement. It is nothing
radical. I'm not afraid to be an initiator. A
long as you think you are right in demanding
something, you can do it. I don't care the
price of being blacklisted during future
employment.'
(Mr. Chan 2nd year, Chairman, 86, CUSU)
The above remarks, on the one hand, further
(corroborated) their ignoring of individuals' 'cost' in
struggling for the rights and justice, on the other-
hand, it also hinted at their possessing intense,
emotion-laden moral indignation behind their alleged
radical actions under the influence of the moral
outrage.
'When we think we should speak up, we do it!
Yes, we do give thoughts to the possible ways of
raising our bargaining power, yet, we do not
just sit and do nothing until we are quite sure
of success in confrontations. If you always
wait until you are sure of success, you will
never take any real actions. We the CUSU, for
instance, was only one of the tens of
organizations opposing the immediate
construction of Daya Nuclear Plant, your power
looked so negligible that you would do anything
at all if you only act on big chance of being
successful!...... We should always have the
courage to struggle for steering our own life
instead of being manipulated!'
(Mr. Choi, 3rd year, Chairman, 87, CUSU)
'The Hong Kong Government won't institutionalize
democrat lor us as a free gift! She onlv cares
the U.K.' s interests. We must try to determine
the life for ourselves through our own efforts
and struggles!'
(Mr. Lo, 4th year, 85, Chief Editor, Students
Newspaper, CU)
From above, we saw a small group of activistic
quasi-elites, anchoring their sense of self and sense
of purpose on the cost-benefit analysis of effective
ways of fighting for collective interests. They were
willing to fight for their ideals with some so-called
radical means as long as a dim hope still remained. In
short, the activists, under the spur of instrumental
collectivism, played an activisitic participatory role
in po1itical sphere as defined below:
1. Willingless to be the initiators or leaders of
political participation.
2. Relative to nonactivists, they ignored their
personal costs during political particpation.
With our available findings, at this juncture, it is
time to address our riddle. We were puzzled to find
that a minority of university students, the activists,
despite know!edge-inefficacy and general trust of Hong
Kong Government's social policies, were still
relatively politically activistic. My answer was: With
their flaming distrust of Hong Kong political leaders'
genuiness of serving our interests, they had an
especially stronger initiative of being
self-determined. A natural corollary would be their
espousal of the ideal of 'democracy', that promises the
alluring gifts of self-determination and liberty!
Hence, with their instrumental collectivism, plus the
strong motive of being self-determined, they would
either constructively or preventively defend,
consolidate or promote such collective interests or
values as democracy, liberty, right to social movement,
right to physical security etc.. Those values then
respectively triggered off political participation and
mobilization for direct election, freedom of press,
suspension of Daya Bay project and protest against
China' suppression of student movements.
IV. Cone1usion
We have explored in this chapter the activists'
political attitudes, We found that, like the
nonactivists, their general trust of Hong Kong
Governments' social policies has lessened the
imperative of waging political actions with regard to
social policies. In addition, their feelings of
lacking encyclopedic knowledge (knowledge-inelficacy)
to 'rationally' deal with the complexities and
uncertainties associated with social policies and
political reforms also frustrated their attempts at
political participations. Thus, in the past few years,
we could scarcely see open confrontations against the
Hong Kong Government for outrage with social policies.
Nor could we see activists proposing detailed
blueprints for our future structure of democratic
government. What we could see, were the incessant
internal studies and discussions about Hong Kong's
future within their organizations, submission of some
'grand' but loose principles on political reforms, and
the ad-hoc political protests against blatant
'injustice' that clashed with democracy, liberty or
other values they treasured.
Despite the narrow scope of political participation,
we have to ask why the activists could still be
politically more activistic as they shared high trust
of Governments's social policies and high knowledge-
inefficacv with nonactivists. The answer did not lie
in their pervasive commitments to civic obligation in
the universalistic form-- which states that ALL
university students SHOULD be concerned with society.
Instead, all of them endorsed that as a particular
individual, he or she identified with the duty of
havi n social concern. In addition, the preponderant
distrust among activists about our political leaders'
sincerity in primarily serving Hong Kong's interests
was higher than that of our nonactivists. Hence,
a flaming sense of se1f-determination was more deeply
rooted in our activists than nonactlvists Above all,
when considering their views on 'success', 'equality',
and 'mode of calculations with polities', the activists
were judged to have the value of
instrumental-collectivism. On combining the
instrumental-collectivism, stronger distrust of
leaders' motivation and passionate concerns with
self-determination, the activists thus played an
activistic participatory ro1e in policies. The
proximate causes and consequences on political activism
of the two groups of students are summarily drawn as
below
Table 1: Orientations of Activists and Non-activist
Orientations Political Ac tivis m















Table 2: Resulting Mode of Participation in Political Sphere
Modes
Activists Activistic Participatory Role
1. Willingness to be active leaders in political
participation.
2. Ignoring personal costs during political
participation. (Relative to nonactivists)
Non-
activists Spectator Role
1. Reluctance to be active leader
2. Participation with minimum personal costs.
Though comparisons of the activists' and
nonactivists' orientations and values can measurably
enlighten us on our research problem, we should not
stop at here. They do not live in social and cultural
vacuum. They are, as what Peter Berger proclaimed,
'man-in-society'. What is more, different historical
epochs also may bear different social, and cultural
settings. Thus, to achieve more profound sociological
understanding of students' prevalent political
inactivism, we must suitate our respondents' inaotivism
and its proximate causes (abovementioned values
orientations) in the wider social, economic, political
and cultural envionments. Above all, the significance
of those environmental effects can be mostly
highlighted by reviewing those environments acorss
different historical epochs. Thus, the next chapter
will be devoted to exploring our problem by putting it
in a wider contexts, with a historical comparative
approach.
CHAPTER FOUR
Historical and Environmental.— — — — — .
Map of Student Activism
Three epochs of student activism will be examined in
this chapter, in our attempt to shed light on current
students' inactivism from an. environmental and
historical-comparative approach.
The three epochs are:
1. Anti-Establishment and Nationalism-motivated era
(1970-1976)
2. Hong Kong-wide Social Reformism (1979-82)
3. Student Inactivism Amidst Political Restructuring of
Hong Kong. (1983-87)
Before we set out to delineate the causes and
characteristics of each epoch, one point is worthy o.l
our attention It will be seen that the scenarios in
China have been inextricably interwovehwith Hong Kong's
student activism. Hence, we have to take the
situations of our neighbour into account. Also, since
this thesis is not a study of student movement, more
space will be reserved for discussing the environmental
factors of different epochs rather than the details of
the student movements per se. From now on, we shall
walk back to the past and watch the scenes of the first
epoch of students' activism:
1• Anti-Estafalishment Nationalism- Motivated
Era (1970-76)
Before we delineate the syndrome of student activism
of this era, let us draw out its underlying internal




During late 40's and early 60's, dramatic inflow of
Chinese refugees into Hong Kong contributed to a
significant percentage of our population. (Chan in Kwan
Chan, 1986:15-16) Hence, quite a significant
proportion of university students during the early 70's
were either born or brought up in Hong Kong. While
their parents were refugees fleeing to Hong Kong as
sojourners, taking Hong Kong as a life boat to avoid
being buried in the turbulent, bitter sea of China,
(Hoadley ,1970:271), our first indigenous, new-born
generation students, like the children of urban
migrants in the third world, (Huntington Nelson,
1977:110-1) being brought up and educated here,
harboured a deeper sense of familiarity, belonging and
expectation about Hong Kong than their parents. As
revealed in the riots,
' The events in 1966-7,.. .demonstrated the rise
of a generation of people who regard Hong Kong
as their home and possess increasing
expectations with regard to the Government'.
(Kwan in Lin, Lee and Simons, 1979:162) Thus,
for this very cohort of university students,
Hong Kong was their home a condition
conducive to civic concerns and actions if needs
emerge.
a
b. Social T s sues
Yet, Hong Kong .in the 60's, a time before our
respondents entering universities was plagued with
social turbulence and problems. During 1966-7 riots,
we experienced a 'trust crisis'. (Kwan in Lin, Lee
Simons, 19 7 9:1 55) 'With inadequate political
communication channels, the public could not believe
that a foreign Government, i.e. a Crown Colony with
appointed expatriates using English as the official
language in governing, could genuinely care about the
common Chinese on the street, the Government apparently
did not care to tell the people what it thought and
what it did knowing that the Chinese, living as they
were under a Colonial rule, would in any case remain
skeptical or unthankful vis-a-vis the Government.'
Next, police corruption was so common that it was
embedded deeply and taken for granted in the daily
lives of people. {Lee, 1981)
Of no less importance was the struggle for enacting
Chinese as an official language. Though the issue was
called to the Government's attention by some elected
councillors as early as 1964. (Kwok in Cheng ed.,
1982:32-33), the demands were only entertained with
indifference and deference by the Government for 7
years. All such social malaises constituted the
inflammable undercurrents for activism among university
if
students.
i i. Po l i t i ca .l
Political communication has often been regarded as
an important component in securing political stability
Yet, during 60's, to repeat, the lack of effective
intermediate organization liaising between the
Government and the Chinese populance resulted in a
devastating communication gap that eventually
contributed to the riots. (Lau, 1982.149)
The Chinese populance were not informed of the
Government's policies and intentions and were
amenable to distorted anti-system appeals,
though they were not subsequently converted into
anti-system actions.'
iii. Welfare Economy
ihe Hong Kong Government had been very sluggish to
take up its responsibility of formulating social
policies. It was not until the 1960s that the Hong
Kong Government, forced by the population surge,
assumed the duty of providing services in education,
medicare care, housing and water supply (Chow, in Kan I
Chan, 1986:139) With the Government's wavering
postures in immigration policy, extreme caution at the
speed of evolving new social policy and the absence of
well organized political lobby force for change,
(Hodge, in Jones, 1981:17-20) the conception of social
welfare as a privilege of citizenship did not surface
till the early 1960's' (Annual Departmental Report,
19 6 3-64) As a result, the total sum of Government's
expenditure spent on social welfare during, say, 60-61
and 65-66, was deplorably small. They took up less
than 1% of the Government total expenditure. (Chow,
1984:90; Sung in Cheng, 1986:132-133)
Besides the lamentable inadequacy of social policies
and welfare, the people's plight and living standard
was also adversely affected by a relatively slower real
income growth vis-a-vis the 70's. (Ho in Cheng,
1986: 168)
Worst of all, the staggeringly high disparity in
income distribution during the 60's (Gini coefficient
in 1966 is 0.49, the highest as compared with those of
71 and 81) had done nothing but foster the image of
Hong Kong as only as ugly capitalists' paradise in the
eyes of the new generations with their particular
cohort experiences.
Against the above mentioned social, political and
economic environments in 60's, it is not bizarre at a11
for our respondents, before t.heir entering
universities, conceived Hong Kong as a city profuse
M
with prob1 ems and injustice.
'During the riots, I saw some policemen abuse
their force and beat the people at their
disposal.... Besides, the seriousness of the
unequal distribution of wealth is also most
prominent....'
(Mr. Chan 72-75, Chairman of HKUSU and Hong Kong
Federation of Students, HKFS)
The great distance between the Government and the
people was also reflected in a research addressed to
the Form Five students in the late 60' s. It was found
that among the students interviewed, only 9% felt that
the Government understood their needs very well.
(Mitchell 1969, vol. 2 2:344-45) In short, the blatant
social political and economic malaise in the mid and
late sixties had been imprinted on the minds on
quasi-university students, thus disposing them to place
a low political trust on both policy performance and
leaders' motivation of the Government in her rule of
Hong Kong.
iv. Cultural
With the non-prevalence of the TV sets during the
childhood and adolescent (50's-60's) for this cohort of
a
university students, our respondents unanimously said
that many university students' value were affected by
the tnought-orovoking magazines and books.
' T1)e Ch i nese Students' Week 1 y
Youths' Paradise and Pang Gu
1
1
were three of the popular magazines among
secondary and university students. The inflow
of western ideas, like books and literature
works on existentialism and liberalism and other
ideology were also appreciably read by many
students before orand after our entering
universities. Thus, under the spur of those
works, we were encouraged to think about our
life goals and meanings....'
(Mr. Chan, 72-75, Chairman, HKUSU and HKFS)
What is most important, traces of
collectivity-orientation was infused with those works
which laid premium on students' idealism and serving o
collective interests. For instance,in the opening
speech for the magazine of Chinese Students' Week1y
it savs:
'To solve the problems of China, we need a
cultural movement, If China is to become a
4
strong and prosperous country, it must be
industrialized and democratic.... All political,
economic and social reforms must be based on new
ideas, new life styles and a new cultural
movement.... The youth have much potential to
accept and develop this new cultural movement.'
(1953, July, p.1)
While in 1963, an obvious shift in editorial
position of the magazine from its main concern over
China's development to concern over Hong Kong occurred.
(The Chinese Students' Weekly, 1963, July p.l) Yet,
its advocacy for youth's concern of Hong Kong's
population, education and other problems, all reflected
its sustained position of promoting collectivism.
Nurtured under such media content, it was likely that
at least some university students of this 'reading




Around 1968, student movement swept through the
world. (Fung, in Review on HOng Kong student Movement,
1983:295) In France, United States, India, Argentina,
4
West Germany, Japan and England, more than 20 student
protests had occurred in each country between 68-69.
Coupled with the massive outbursts of the student
movement at a global scale, was the prevalence of the
existentialism in the West in 50's and followed by
idealism in the 60's. (The Seventies, Jan 1980) Under
the combined agitations of the global student movements
and rising tides of idealism, university students in
the tiny colony, who had been comparatively much
conservative, were i n some niGcisuro challengethei i
t ole (is ideal istic social vanguards was reminded by
those events.
ii. China
Born and brought up in a colonial setting adjoining
to its motherland, the students had ambivalent
sentiments towards the Red China.
On the one hand, their adoption of physical
artifacts, language, customs, and stories from parents
all reminded them of their intricating and inextricable
historical and cultural ties with China (ShiIs,
1981:63), on the other hand, China was reportedly
devastated and dominated by a totalitarian, as well as
dehumanizing socialist Government. Thus, we find
students caught in a dilemma.
All in all, university students of the early 70's,
brought up in that particular turbulent epoch, were
relatively more perceptive of the colonialism, blatant
injustice and social malaises of the time than the
latter two epochs. Nurtured under a cultural
environment that contained some thought-provoking
cultural products, our students, at least some of them,
became soul-searching beings trying to orientate their
lives. Under the spur of idealism manifested by
international student movements, they dreamed of
hnlHintf something, something tight enough for them to
anchor their sense of direction and their lives!
'Many newspapers, especially the rightist, made
slashing comments on the alleged massive
persecution of people during the Cultural
Revolution. No one could be sure what was
truth. Yet, we were caught between the dilemma
of keeping aloof from a possibly totalitarian
regime and approaching it for more understanding
of our mother country.'
(Mr. Chan 72-75, Chairman of HKUSU and HKFS)
Against this background, it is my contention that it
was some crucial issues, with their convergence, that
sparking off the climax of the 'anti-establishment and
nationalism' era of s tuden t act. i vi sm.
First in 1970, the university students waged
protests for legislating Chinese to be an official
language. In 1971, protests were held against the
Japan's invasion of the professed Chinese territories
Tiao-Yu-Toi. While the two crusades were raised on
nationalistic rather than political grounds the
Government's militant suppression of the Tiao-Yu-Toi
movement had only entrenched students' national
identification and anguish over a suppressive Colonial
Government.
Second, the visit of the U.S. President of China and
the strategic 'Ping-Pon' diplomatic acts had boosted
the international status of the Mainland China to an
unprecedented level.
Hence, (Third), 'The high-handed suppressive acts of
the Colonial Hong Kong Government, and the rocketing
international status of China, had jointly allured us
to make a breakthrough of putting aside our phobia and
antipathy over socialist China. Consequently, some
students from the HKU embarked on their trip to China,'
(Mr. Chan, 72-75, Chairman of HKUSU and HKFS)
Swindled by China's propaganda and the 'arranged'
visits, the charmingly utopia-like portrayals of
Socialist China after the trip, finally helped unleash
students' suppressed emotional identification with
their very source of blood ties, their mother country
of China. (The Chinese Monthly, 1987, May:32)
In short, the politically activistic university
students during this era, were generally filled with
nationalistic fervour. Yet, two important factions of
activists with clear division emerged in 1973 in this
epoch need to be differentiated: (by Mr. Tsang, 72-73
HKIISIJ)
The first faction is the majority Maoist-Nationalist
'Kuo-shui' 翁 棘 It was marked by unreserved
espousal of the socialist China's political platforms
and organizing activities to promote students'
identification with socialist China. Emotional appeal
to students was their main strategy of publicizing
their percept of 'love your country, counter the
hegemony of superpower.'
Another key faction, the 'She-hui' minority
) was characterized bv its
identification with social ist ideas and disoredit of
China as an embidiement of ideal socialism. Thev
directed their energy mainly to ad-hoc, issue-oriented
reforms of Hong Kong. Rational and theoretical
critiques of capi ta.1 i s t Hong Kong and 'rational'
cognition of socialist China was their main strategy in
their opposition against the line of 'Kuo-shui'. The
'anti-corruption' campaign was a noticeable
illustration of their issue-oriented reformism in Hong
Kong.
C.Conclusion
During the epoch of 70-76 the activistic students
played two major social roles: one is promoter of
knowledge and identification of socialist China, with
implicit or explicit critique of capitalist and
colonial Hong Kong. The other is the active initiator
or ardent fighters in reformist pressure politics, that
was made possible in the relative absence of more
professional pressure groups. (Besides the
anti-corruption campaign, for instances, they had also
launched campaigns against inflation, unemployment and
raising of telephone fees.) (The Chinese Monthly, 1987,
May:35-36)
Yet, how do we know that student activism of this
era was 'higher' than 2 other epochs? While it is hard
to arrive at a definitive answer, one important clue is
present, according to Mr. Chan's remark, the activistic
participants actively participating in the affairs of
Student Union was more than one hundred. (Our present
activist, Mr. Lee put the figure at forty something, a
much lower figure) Considering the relatively
politicized nature of the affairs of Student Union, the
discrepancy between those two figures confirmed our
idea of students' relatively higher political activism
in the past than the present. But how could we account
for the generally higher political activism oi the era
by both its historical contexts and our proposed
attitudinal, intervening variables of trust, civic
obligation and efficacy?
First, to recapitulate, the problematic social,
economic and political contexts of the 60's and early
70's have predisposed students a low (vis-a-vis 80's)
level of political trust towards the Governmental
policies and leadership. In addition, the cultural
environment that advocated self-awareness, idealism and
serving collective interests also contained activiting
ingredients for students. It might be an important
factor to explaine their unanimous negative answer to
the following question by our 7 activists:
(Is there open challenge against the saying that
students have obligation to be concerned with
The activists supplemented that the obligation was
more or less a norm that few dared to raise open
challenge.
Taking the existence of the norm and the
idealism-oriented or collectively-oriented magazines
together, it was likely that students of that era were
in general relatively less individualistic than the
present. Hence, the Colonial SUpression in the issue
of Tiao-Yu-Toi, and the appealing portrayal of an
Utopian Socialist China, had precipitated and provided
substances for actualization of their idealistic value
and latent nationalistic orientations. The issues
agitated them into pressuring Government for local
reforms and promotion of identification with Socialist
China. Through taking
t hose act ions, they found anchorage for their sense of
purpose and directions for their lives. That is why,
when we raised the following question to our activists,
(Will you consider your chance and ability of
successfully influencing Government before your
act ions?)
Their similar answers were:
'When I decided to have a public marching to the
Governor's House in protest against the rise in
telephone fees, 1 didn't care whether the action
would be efficacious. I thought I was right, so
1 didn't hesitate in taking actions'
(Mr. Mak, 7 5 Chairman, HKUSTJ)
Thus, political efficacy did not seem to be
operative on their political activism. What triggered
off their actions seemed to be a low trust oi
Government, plus a moral sense of justice inspired by
their relatively greater adherence to instrumental
collectivism.
11• Hong Kong-wide Social Reformation (1977-82)
A. Exte r n a 1
i. China
With the arrest of the Gang of Four in 1976, and
unintermittent exposure of the brutal persecutions anc
holocausts during the cultural revolution, the
idealistic and nationalistic students of both key
factions were hard hit. The blows on the 1Kuo-Shui'
members, who invested unreserved confidence on their
Utopian Socialist CHina, was especially disastrous.
With the successive open-ups of her scandalous and
covered political struggles as well as underdeveloped
economy, the activists became frustrated,
disillusioned, disorganized, devitalized and oven
cyn i. ca 1.
'Manv Kuo-shui members couldn't accept the fact
at the beginning. After the anomic stage, many
of them became cynical, and, suspicious of any
grand and idealistic platforms.
{Mr. Chan 72-75, Chairman o f HK U SU and HKFS)
With the disorganization and devitalization of the
twn main camps of activists, the burning fire of
utopianism and idealism as a campus subculture waned
quickly. As a corollary, rationalism. reformism and
realism came to supplant the subsiding idealism and
anti-estab!ishment in our activists' subculture.
'We tended to be more cautious than ever. Facts
and reasoning are taken as necessary tools in
analyzing and deciding on the stands of Student
Union in face of controversial issues. Besides,
we tended to place more stress on accountabi111y
to the student body. We did not want to repeiat
our old mistakes! Nor did we have any
vision of more than launching small-scale social
reforms in Hong Kong To some extent, the
Hong Kong Government could afford us political
stability. In addition, we experienced
psychological struggles if we, though still
'nationalistic', return this colony to China
immediately. There is a glaring gap in living
standard between 2 places'
(Mr. Tarn, 7 8-80, Chairman, CIJSU)
ii. International Environment
The general subsiding of student movements in the
international scenes subsided at large. Moreover, the
uncovered underdevelopment of Socialist China, the
cruelty displayed by a new Vietnamese Government, the
invasion of USSR on Afghanistan and the communist
Governments' suppression of solidarity union movement
in Poland, all casted landsliding breakdowns in the
idealistic or left-wing ideology in the world.
(Cheung, 1987, May: 33) In a nutshell, the abrupt
changes in the external environments of Hong Kong
injected strongly pational, realistic reformist or even
conservative elements into our leaders' subcultures.
B. Internal
After the shocking alarms of the riots in 1966-67,
which indicated an explosion of an undercurrent of a
social discontent and political distrust, the Hong Kong




The Government exerted much efforts to narrow the
communication gaj) with the masses after the riots. 'The
institutionalization of the City District Office scheme
in 1968, the strengthening of the Government
Information Service in 1967 (Kuan in Lin, Lee Simon,
1979: 156-7), the blossoming of the advisory committees
(Miners, 19ft6: 151-155) and the sponsoring of the
Mutual Aid Committees affairs throughout the 705s (Lau,
1982: 145-9) were all indicators of Government's
efforts in that respect. Though the integration
functions of those official or semi-official channels
for the ordinary Chinese were thrown into doubt {King,
1973: 29-30; Lau, 1982: 155). We could hardly deny
totally their bridging functions between the Government
and the populance. As a result, at least some
conflicts were absorbed, diluted or dissolved by the
upgraded political communications. The re-orientation
of the Government's policy outlooks carried much
significance in securing political trust and dampening
massive political activism of the students.
ii. Social Policies
To start with, first, the explosive, overtly
colonial measure of discriminating against
the Chinese language was removed gradually. 'In 1974,
the Government responded to public demands by
legalizing Chinese as an official language.' (Kuan in
Lin. Lee Simons, 1979: 158).
As the discriminative measures were gradually
withdrawn and existent in covert forms, moral outrage
with Colonialism naturally subsided, as reflected in
the negligible importance of race in
self-identification among the young generation.
(Cheung, in Lin, Lee Simons, 1979: 137)
In addition, the Governments' setting up the
high-powered Independent Commission Against Corruption,
signalled her determination to clean up our society and
actively intervene in social policies. (Kuan, 1979:
165) The 10-year large-scale housing scheme launched in
1972, the Home Ownership Scheme in 1978, the 9 year's
free education in 1978, and the wide-ranging labour
services offered throughout the 70's (Chow, 1986:140;
Choi Chan, 1979: 184-187) were all remarkable
manifestations of Government's reoriented active role
in the provision of social services. Judging from the
rocketing expenditure in social services by 21 times
from 1970-71 to 85-86, and its increased share of the
Government expenditure in total GDP from 38 to 45
percent, (Chow, 1986: 140) The ongoing trend of the
Government's shifting role from 'laissez-faire' to
'discreet guidance' in the provision of social services
was precisely reflected. (Hong Kong 1976, Report for
the Year 1975) Moreover, besides the mere gigantic rise
of expenditure, the flexibility of centralized forward
planning was also enhanced after the administrative
reorganizations that followed the McKinsey Report.
(Lau, 1982: 62)
As there was a time lag between the policy planning
and policy impacts, the policy benefits of the
innovations grew more and more tangible from the early
70's onwards. Hence it explained in part the still
inflaming student activism in the mid-70's of the first
epoch. The fact that diffuse support of the Government
grew visibly with time, confirmed the growing
tangibility of the improved social services and
standard of living among the nonulance. (Lau.1982: 104)
iii. Economic
The dramatic and sustained economic growth
throughout the 60's and 70's have also gradually
ameliorated the 'economic contradiction'. First, the
(Lee, 1982,: 24-25) Gini coefficient, that shows the
.level of disparity of income distribution, fell from
0.48 in 1961 to 0.43 in 1971. The slight rise to 0.43
in 1976 was believed unimportant because of a tangible
improvement in the absolute standard of living, (ibid.)
Faced with such cohort experiences, the secondary
students during early and mid 70's, could hardly
experience the same level of unjust inequality before
their entry into universities as their predecessors.
Hence, again the base of an anti-establishment postures
was diluted for the cohort of students who entered
universities after mid-70's. 'Rising affluence and
continual full employment has put an end to poverty on
a mass scale. Only 5 percent of the households submit
themselves as beneficiaries of public assistance,’
(Hong Kong, 1980: A Review of 1979)
i v . C u 1.1 u r a 1
Industri a1 i z a t i o n , capi ta1i s t development nature of 
Hong Kong Government and the rapid social change of 
Hong Kong, have produced interlocking effects on our 
mass culture. While we must await the delineation of 
those forces till the final chapter, a significant 
intermediary agent that has been shaping Hong Kong’s 
mass culture is te levision. Unlike the students of the 
first epoch, university students in the 2nd and 3rd 
epoch have been a generation of ’growing up with 
watching television.’ With the setting up of 
Te 1 ev i s i on Br oadcas t i ng Comp)any (1’VB ) and the r i. s i ng 
consumption ability of the populance, free television 
programs quick 1 y a11racted more and more watchers 
including the juveniles and adolescents. Up to the 
8 0 ’s, researches have repeated confirmed the 
commonplace that watching TV ranked the top among the 
leisure activities of the Hong Kong people. (N g , 1986: 
16 ; 19 8 4: 7) What were the effeets of our
quasi-university students to be brought up as constant
TV watcher?
» in spite of differences of opinions among social, 
scientists as to how important mass media are m  the
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socialization process it seems safe to conclude
that they help to shape a child's values, beliefs and
habits.' (Dawson. Boylan Yu, 1976: 165).
In accordance with the limited documents on local TV
contents and advertisements, consumerism,
individualism, materialism, hedonism and 'enjoy now'
were all the hidden messages conveyed to their
audience. (Chan in Chan and Kwan, 1986: 222-223).
Regarding the dramas and films broadcast on TV,
according to a sociologist's observation, family
ethics, honesty, brotherhood, affection, mutual help
and other Chinese traditional values were embodied in
the 50's Cantonese films and TV stories until 19 76 •lb''
Changes in TV contents occurred after that. It was
reflected in a survey in 80's (Mok, 1986?: 62), TV
dramas were dominated by materialism and calculative,
individualist careerism. Hence, with the intensifying
infusion of i ns trumenta 1 i nd i vi dua 1 i srn throughout 7 0' s
and 80's on TV programs, university students of our 2nd
and 3rd epoch, 'the TV generation', before their
entering universities, may have already acquainted a
relatively stronger instrumental individualism than
those of the 1st epoch, the 'generation ol reading
books and magazines'.
To sum up this part, w i t h  the u n m a s k i n g  of the 
1 11 op i an Ch i na 1 s t r a u m a t  ic ma 1 a i s es , u n i ver s i t y s tuderv t a 
b e (3 a m e m o r e r e f o r m i s t , r e a 11 s t i c a n d r a t i o n a 1 i n t h e i r 
p o 1. i t 1 c a 1 a c t i v i s rn . B e I n g r a t i o n a J m e a n  t t h a t t h e v h a d 
t.o study and c o m p r e h e n d  the c o m p l e x  sc e n a r i o s  of China 
bef o r o tak ing any po 1 i t i ca 1 ac t i ons . C o n s e q u e n  1 1 y ,
1 h ere was rife i n o f f i c a c y  among stud e n t s  to c o m p r e h e n d  
and to i inf l u ence the h u g e ly com p l ex and a u t h o r  i. tar i an 
s o c i a l i s t  China. Such i n e f f i c a c y , plus their rocketing 
p o 1 i t i ca 1 t rus t of sys tem o u t p ut of Hong K o n g ’s 
X)o 1 i t i.ca 1 sys tern and ince s s a n  t f orces of wes 1 ern i zat i on } 
all c o n t r i b u t e d  to the w a n i n g  of n a t i o n a l i s m . Thus, 
o nly few s t u d e n t s  d e v o t e d  c l o s e  a t t e n t i o n  and rigorous 
e n e r g y  to a c t u a l i z i n g  their c o n c e r n s  over a b a ckward 
China. C o n s e q u e n t  1y , the fact that China was a bitter 
s e a c o u 1 d n o t s p u r w i d e s p r e a d p o 1 i t i c a 1 a c t i v i s m i n 
c a m p uses . Even for the acti vi.sts , thei r po 1 itica 1. 
a c t i v i s m  was m a i n l y  c o n f i n e d  to s l o g a n i z i n g  protests 
ag a i n s t  C h i n a  for u n d e m o c r a t i c  p r a c tices (e .g . 
s u p p r e s s i o n  of d e m o c r a t i c  m o v e m e n t  in 1979, 1980; Law,
1987:35)
| In Hong Kong, w ith the i ncreasing v i s ibility and
j t a n g i b i l i t y  of improved social services, d windling
j . .
i disparity of income and Colonialism, and rising rea.






Cheung in Lin, Lee & S i m o n s , 1979:91) s t u d e n t s ’ general
pol i t i cal t rus t of the p o .1 i t ica 1 system grew and the 
Hong Kong soc ie t y I a e k e d t h e s e e d s o f p a 1. p a b 1 e s o c i a. 1 
injustice in t h i s e poch to activa te wi d e spr e a d 
s t u d e n t. s ’ p o .1 i t i c a 1 a c t i v i. s m a s w h a t w a. s f o u n d. i n t h e 
last epoch. Yet, the increasing interaction between 
t he 1)ureaucrat i c po 1 i ty and the Ch i nese soc i e ty a 1 so 
promoted the p u b l i c ’s dissatisfactions with policy 
outputs . Frustrations and po 1 i. t i ca .1 actions arose as a 
result. Wi th t h e prolife ra tion of more ’ ] i r o f es s i o n a 1 ’ 
pres su re g roups s i nce the ea i* 1 y 7 0 ’ s , our ro i noi' i 1.y 
act i vi s t i c s t u d e n t s , i ns t e ad o f p 1 ay in g t he r o 1e o i 
in it ia tors of pressure po 1 i t i.cs . began to act as 
c o-w o r k e r s with other pressure g r o u p s . Their 
cooperation in the ’arrest of sampan p e o p l e ’ (1979) was 
a prom i nen t exan)p 1 e s .
Last but not the l e a s t , as the 
replaced the ’reading g e n e r a t i o n ’, the discrepancy in 
media contents threw the pendulum of university 
s t u d e n t s ’ culture from the comparatively stronger 
i ns t r\mental. co 1.1 ect 1 vi sm to that oi ins trumen ta 1 
indivi.duai ism, Tak i. ng the above resu 11s together , a 
lesser pol i t i c a .1 a c t i v i s m w a s t h u s o b s e r v e d i n t h i s 
epoch vis-a-vi.s the f ormer .
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III. S t.urien t I nact. i v i sin Ami ds t Po} i t ica 1
Restrueting of Hong Kong
A. E x t e r n a 1
i. China
With the implementation of the modernization and
open-up policy, the bureaucratism, the back-door
tactic, nepotism, corruption, undemocratic practices
and her economic underdevelopment were fully unveiled
to the Hong; Kong peop 1 e«
' Though I identify myself as a Chinese, I found
that Hong Kong Chinese are very different from
those in the mainland during my travel. They
are much selfish and have very bad manners....3
(Miss Tsuen, 1st year History)
'My uncle came to Hong Kong few years ago. I
found that he was quite selfish, wary of his own
interests and reluctant to put his trust on
others.... I felt a great distance between us.
Chinese on the mainland seemed very different
from us!'
(Miss Ng, 2nd year Sociology)
Besides the bad images incurred about China under 
her open-up policy, the incessant impacts of 
we s terni z a t i o n , and t he i nad e q u a te c u 11 ivat i on o f 
k n o w 1 e d g e a n d e m o t i o n a 1 id e n t i f i c a h i o n w i t h C hi i n e s e 
culture under our educational system (Ming Po , 1987
June 1), have further sapped the nationalism of the 
university students in the 8 0 ’s. Hence, it is of no 
wonder that only 20.6% of primary and secondary 
students identified themselves as Chinese m  their 
ma j o r axis of s e 1f- id ent i f icat ion. (0h e u n g , in L i n , bee 
k Simons, 1979:137) Considering their ages and timing 
of C h e u n g ’s research, some of them are just university 
students now. Hence, a research on value profile of 
local university students Indicated that National 
S a f e t y ’ was ranked only 14 out of 18 choices of 
intrinsic values. (Lau, 1986:12) From another research 
conducted on freshmen of New Asia College, CU1IK, only 2 
out of above 400 students opted ’love our c o u n t r y ’ as 
one of the 5 most important values for them. (Dean of 
Students Office, New Asia College, 1 9 8 f, April)
(I)o you have any emo t i on a 1 i den 1 1 f i ca 1 1 on w 1 1 h
China)
’Yes, I think I am a C h i n e s e . ’
(But. how do your express your feelings towards
C h i n a )
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'When the national team of volley ball won in a
match, I would applaud.... I didn't know much
about China. It seems too complex for me to
grasp.... I found myself even more powerless to
change a totalitarian China than HOng Kong.'
(Mr. Ma, 4th year, General Business Management)
With superficial emotional identification and
inefficacy to do anything to change a perceived
non-literal, oppressive and future master, their waning
nationalism and rising pragmatism with treasuring Hong
Kong's stability and prosperity ironically spelled the
advent of 1997, their return to mother country as a
haunting threat rather than a blessing.
'Though I identify myself with the Chinese
oi l ture, 1 d i s i d en t i f y my se 1 f w i t h the
i rrationa.1., oppressive and authori tar i an Chi nese
Communist Government.... Daya Bay had further
impressed me with CCP's unresponsiveness and
irrationality. NO one knows what will happen
after their take-over of Hong Kong in 1997. So,
I'll give serious thoughts of getting a passport
for emigration as a safety valve'.
(Miss So, 3rd year, General Business Management)
i i . I n t e r n a 1 1 o n a I E n v i r o n m e n t 
Wh i 1 e the genera 1 downf a 11 of rad.ica 1 student 
mo veme n t s and i. deo I og y o f t he 2nd epoch cont i nues , the 
neo -conserva.t, ism in the Wes tern b L oc , as synibo 11 zed. by 
t h e p o p u 1 a r i t y o f R e g a n 1 s an d. T h a f c h er ’ s Go v e r n m ents f 
a nd t h e p r a g ma t i s m d i s p 1 a y ed i n t.h e r i f e e c on o rn i c 
reforms of the Communist bloc, seem further militate 
against the budding and resurgence of radicalism on the 
i n t erna t i orial p 1 ane .
i B . Internal
i i . Political.
i
! Tn this epoch, the greatest departure of Hong K o n g ’s
development from the last two patenlly lies in its 
fundamental political change. 'Guided by the percepts 
of ’One country, 2 s y s t e m s ’ and ’Hong Kong people rule 
Hong K o n g ’, we witness the highly specialized and 
politicized processes of local political reforms and 
the drafting of the Basic Laws getting underway. 
Simultaneous, a huge range of opinion, electoral, 
functional and political groups emerged to join the 
race of articulating their views, pressuring the 
Government and seizing their power from earl y 8 0 ’s 
onwards. (Leung, 1.986:25-53)
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In addition, after the severe conflicts with 
pressure groups and the people involved during such 
i_ssu.es a s ’ a r r e s t o f s a rn pan p e o p 1 e * (1979) a n d t h e 
f orced rese1.t1 ements of f i. re vio t ims ( or squa11ers ) 
into the New Territories, the Government seemed to be 
more tactful in avoidance of severe open
<i o n f r o n t a t i o n s , M o r e o v e r , t o s e c \.) r e h e r .1 e g i t i m a c y a n d 
the smooth transference of HOng Kong’s soverignty, 
a v o i d a n c e of mill t a. n t s t rate g i e s a n d. c o n f 1 icts t h r o u g h 
more cons 1 uta t i ons and di scussions wi. th pressure groups 
by the Government have been adopted in thi s epoch .
(Mr. Fung, present SQCO director, 1972, HKUSU)
Taking the above solid facts together, the students 
of this epoch, be they activists and nonactivists> feel 
even a greater sense than ever of
’kwonledge-i nefficacyl in dealing wi th the highly 
special ized po 1 ili c a ! restrue Inring ot Hong Kong on 
the o t h e r hand, and found more d i f ficu11 to find f au1t 
with a more consultative Government than ever. The 
s\jbrnerged severe pressure po 1 i t i cs and 111e eoi\ t inuous 
b 1 os ooil! ing o f mo r e r esoiir ce f u 1 press ur e and po 1 i 1 i ca 1 
group a 1 so subjected the ro.1 e o 1 s111dents to 1 esser 
importance. (Elaborated in Chapter 5) Hence, the 
resix 11ant lesser po 1 itica 1 mobi 1. i zation oI studen ts in 
campuses led to even lesser political activism.
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i i . Socia1 Servi ces & Economy 
En te r ing i nto 19 80s, some f actors a dverse to the 
acc.e 1 erati ng expans i on of soci a 1 services were 
opera11 ve . The s 1 owe r growth of IIong Kong 5 s economv
owing to wor]dwide recession and dwind1ed 1oca1 
investments , plus the preoccupation of Youde with 
n egot i a t. i ons ov e r Hong Kong’s f u t ure , have s 1 owjJ d own 
the development of the social services. (Chow, in K ^ n  
& Chan, 1986:141) Yet, as the percent in total 
Government spending taken up by social services in 
81-85 are on the average larger than that of 77-81, 
(Kw an in Kuan &. Chan, 1986:162) coupled with the fact 
that huge expenditure on basic social services have 
already been implemented in 70's , we can see no sign of 
widespread and explosive groaning of inadequate social 
servi e e s f ro m th e po p u 1 anc e .
Regarding t h e i nco m e i n equa1i t y , th o u g h t h e G in1 
coefficient rose to 0.48 in 1981, the widening of 
inequality in the 1970s is largely a statistical 
artifact and should not cause undue concern. * Although 
nuclear families earn less than larger families, the 
p e r c a p i t a i n c om e o f nuc 1 e a r fain i 1 i e s in a y b e h i g h e r .
The low-skilled immigrants from China were included in 
the computation of the 1981 Oini coefficient and they 
were absent in the 1976 computation. In reality, the
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real income of most immigrants rose considerably as a
result of migration.1 (Sung, in Cheng, 1986:136) In
tact, according to a latest research (1985) conducted
on common people in Kwun Tong, (personal communication
with Dr. S.Iv.Lau), the lower class expressed the view
of compatibility of interests with the capitalists.
Thus, an expanding sum of game, rather than a zero-sum
game, in scrambling for societal resources, may be
perceived by common people at large in mid 80's. Thus,
the sustained political trust of Government in terms of
policy outputs continues to militate against forming a
social base for political activism among university
students in the 80's.
iii. Cultural
With the TV advertisings and programs continually
spreading utilitarianism, hedonism, (Chan, 1986:223)
personal achievement as success, and freedom,
university students in the 80 s, who were 'a generation
of TV watchers', were even more susceptible to
'instrumental individualism' than those of the 2nd
epoch. This speculation was partially supported by
researches that hal1 of the youth took what they saw in
the TV as true. In addition, the youth aged between
14-17 are the most active viewers watching TV for more
than 2 hours everyday. (Mok, 1986:68)
To sum up this part, we first look at some research 
findings. According to L a u ’s value profile on 
university students. (1986:12), out of the five most 
important intrinsic values selected by the students, 4 
were individual, and achievement oriented. For the 19 87 
CU graduates, promotion prospects was ranked the most 
| im p o r t a n t  or i en 1:a t ion dur i ng the i r career cho ices. In
addition, out of the limited data on f r e s h m e n ’s 
considerations on choosing their majors, (83-86, 
Appointment Service, CUHK; 86, Office of Student 
A f f a irs, H K U ) , a. 1 1 u n a n i m o u s 1 y s h o w e d t h at ’ i n t e r e s t ’ 
and ’career p r o s p e c t s ’ were respectively their first 
and second considerations out of 6 criteria. But since 
some students might build their interests on career 
considerations too, the importance of ’career or 
’persona 1 ac h i e v em e n t ’ becomes most pr om i n e n t . 
Concerning moral relativism and freedom, only 3 out ol 
more than 400 freshmen of the New Asia college, CUHK, 
regarded ’m o r a l i t y ’ as one of the five most important 
values. (Dean of Student Office, New Asia College, 
April, 1987) What was more, during the early 8 0 Js, 
complaints about ’being indoctrinated to be concerned 
with s o c i e t y ’ were uninterruptedly made by the freshmen 
in the two universities during the orientation camps. 
(Records of Orientation Camps, 81-82, New Asia College, 
CUHK) Freshmen appealed to ’personal freedom’ as a
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rationale o f their complaint., It should be stressed 
here that s uch open questioning of t h 1s p a r ticu1 ar 
a 1 .1 eged duty of the urn i. ver s i ty s tn\dents was absent 
dur i rig the 7 0 ’s, in accordance with our past activists.
P v) 11 i. n g a 1 1 f < i c t s men t i o n e d t o g e t h e r , w e a r e 
s u g g e s t e d t h a t t h e ins t v u m e n t a 1 i n d i v i d u a 1 i s rn f o u n d i n 
the nonactivists we interviewed we re likely a typical 
value among university studen l:s of this epoch. They 
cared most about their individual achievement and 
freedom. Under the banner- of freedom , they shook off 
t h e r s h ack .1 e ’ o f t he ’ du ty ’ and wa 1 k ed c 1 o s e t o t he 
pole of m o ra1 r e 1a t iv is m . W it h th e ms e 1v e s a s the
i
arbiter of moral value, they questioned why they ought 
j to be concerned with society. With their cal onlative
| and individualistic orientations, they doubted the
| ’ cost-eff ec t  i veness ' of having political activism, when
onl y uncertai n and indirect rewards might be granted in 
p o 1 i I. i c a 1 g a. m e s \‘7 i t h t h e i r g e il e r a 1 s a t i s f a c t i o n o f 
p <) i i cy pe r f o r maric e and po 1 i t j ca 1 i ne f f i cacy o f bo th 
comprehending t o d a y 1s spec i ai i zed politics and 
influencing Britain or China, our ’TV g e n e ration’ would 
rather dodge their heads away from the remote, 
u n i. n f e r; e s t i n g a n d c o m p .1. e x \io 1 i t i o s .
A .1 1 i n all , f a c e d w i t h t h e g r e a t e s t p o 1 i t i c a 1 
inefficacy among all 3 epochs, and a political trust of 
the policy outputs, plus a prevalent instrumental
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i n d i. i dual ism} the lowest ebb of political activism
scored in today is a product of social, political,
economic an d eu11ura1 c o n t e xt.
C. Cone .1 us i on
From the above review of Hor 1 g Kong's historica1
context throughout 3 epochs, we witness a lot of
c hariges. Fr om a co 1 on i a 1, oppr es s i ve t o a
consultative, 'rational' Government, from a developing
economy with a blatant income disparity to a. developed
economy w i th sus taired a.nd r i. s i ng s tandard o f 1 i v i ng,
form a laissez-faire philosophy to discreet guidance
and provision in social services, from relatively less
individualistic cultural environment of books and
magazi nes to a inore i nd:i vidua 1 istic cu 11ura 1
environment of TV, and from an ambivalently diffuse to
a r e a 1 i s t i c a 1 I y w a n i n g n a t, i o n a 1 i s m, H o n g K o n g' s
internaL and externa1 changes, have depleted the socia1
and cu.111 jra 1 bas i s for po 1 i tica 1 activisin among our
university students with time. Against this
background, the dwindling political mobilization by
activists in campuses will also be illuminated, in the
next chapter.
CHAPTER FIVE
Ac t i v i s t. s' Po 1 i t i ca J. Mobi 11 zation
'One man by himself is rarely able to persuade
Government to modify its policy. Successful
influence normally depends on lobbying of an
organized group which can mobilize the various
resources of its members....
(Miners, 86:196)
In Chapter 2. we found t hat preserit nonac t i visls
felt inefficacious to influence the Government alone.
As the inefficacy inhibited their activism, it was of
crucial importance to study the political mobilization
4
potent ial of the uni vers i ty act i vi.sts in order to
explain the inactivism of today's students. Again, we
will find that environmental or contextual factors of
historica 1 epochs largely circumscribe the poiltica1
mobilization. Three broad categories of intervening
factors were found to exert signif icant negative
impacts o n t h e activis t s' mo bi1iz atio n p o ten tial:
1 * Re -1 ai: ions}l 1P be twcen Ac t i vi s 11 c beaders & Students
Two factors are involved here. First, to repeat,
Hong Kong people was bombarded nearly everyday with 
news about democratization, direct election, Basic
aw. . . et c ever since the s i g n i n g of t he Sino - British 
Agreement in 1984. The issues involved were so complex 
that all sorts of specialized know!edge in socia1 
science, law, aviation, shipping etc were demanded.
The activistic student leaders, mainly of the Student 
Union and Student Newspaper, have concentrated th eir 
efforts on studying the democratization in Hong Kong.
As the students at large found debates over 
democratization complex, they had not enough patience 
at all to devote their time to looking at the issue and 
acting as potential supports for act ivislio leaders? 
actions. Be si d. e s , t h e i. r p erce i v e d ineffic acy to 
influence the British and Chinese Government on that 
matter, plus their instrumental individualistic 
ori entat i on wri t h po 1 i tics , a 11 con tribu ted to student_s 
a 1 iena 11 on f rom th.e act i vi s ts * preoccup_atJlQII* Thus, 
the activists became leaders without followers.
Second, with an air of elitism and righteousness, 
the activists, as mentioned in Chapter 3, moralisticly 
demanded, caricatured and even condemned students’ 
political inactivism. Such reproches were found to
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further alienate the students from them. Activists'
mobilization potential was sapped further:
'fhey took themselves as the symbols of
righteousness and adopted a demanding posture
t o ward s us. T f o u nd dif fic u11 t o t o1er a t e
that.'
(Miss So, 3rd year Present activist, General
Business Management)
II. Loss of Direction in Mobilization
With activists' adopting a comparatively more
rational approach to social and political issues after
their disenchantment with Utopian China, plus the
appreciable improvements in Hong Kong's policy outputs,
4
activists had little conspiracy theory and thus less
moral outrage with the Government outputs. Rational
mode of thinking keeps a person cool-headed, and our
cool-headed activists were often bewildered with their
own positions in face of the mu1tip1e empirica1 and
ethical consequences of policies made in a cosmopolitan
and populous colony. Even in the issue of Public Order
Ordinance, which public outrage was inflamed and
. . .
d 1 reeled to the Government, coot-headed acti. istic
student leaders took a neutral stand,
'In t his oncoming decade, Hong Kong needs a
stab1e environrnent for smooth transference.
it is conceivable that some businessmen might
produce false news in trying to reap a sum
during the coming 10 turbu1ent years, the
Student Enion had not decided if it was
justisfied to go against this 0rdinance. 5
(Mr. Choi, 1 9 8 7, Chairman, CUSU)
In addition, the complexity of the issues sometimes
was beyond t h e 1 r c o mp r e h e n s i o n, not to say .judgment.
'Exactly what did the safety figures of (Daya)
nuclear plant mean? If we didn't use nuclear
energy, what other available forms of energy car
vie uti1 ize?'
(Mr Chan 1986, Chairman CUSU)
Even if they are committed to such grand precept as
democracy or equa1ity, they were baff1ed by the
atternpts o f substantiating those s1og an-1 i ke ideas in
the contexts of Hong Kong-
Las11y with our Governrnent's growing consu11atios
and skills in connection with po1emic po1i11cs,there
is growing acceptabi1ity of Governinents po1icies among
Loday's actjvjsts. The impecatives for mobilizing
students also thus diminished in the 80's.
S u m m i n g u p t h i s p a r t, t h e s c e n e s i n t h e 8 0' s o f H o n j
Kong have sapped the need to mobilize Even polemics
occurred, the ration a1it y-oriented activist s were
overwhelmed, by know 1 edge-inefficacv in face of the
special ized a.nd comp 1 ex issues to 1 ocate the i r own
positions. They found themse1ves adrift in a b1g sea
a n d h a d n o i d e a o f t o w h e r e t h e y s h o u 1 d m o b i 1 i z e t h e i r
f o11o wers!
111. B1 o s o o m i n g o f P r e s s u r e a n d P o 1 i t i c a 1 G r o u p s
First, two poi.nts need. to be mentioned, wi.th the
blosooming of many pressure groups 1ike the Christian
Industria1 Counci1, the Education Sect!on Group, the
SOCO etc in the 70?s, the role of initiator of students
in t he first e po c h a1re ad y r ec eded to th e r oIe o f
co-worker with the pressure group in the late 0's. As
those groups grew with time, they became more
politically skilful and capable of soliciting more
s e c r e t i n f o r m a t i o n, t h e s t u d e n t s' r o 1 e f u r t h e r r e c e d e d
to the role of supporters or 'suppliers of labour and
s k i 11 s' 1 n t h e 8 0' s.
'Today, when we launch a massive signing
movement, or conduct a survey, we need students
support,5
(Fung, present SOCO director 1972, HKUSU
Besides, the discontinu.11y of leadership in student
organ i zat ions and the1 r f u 11 -1ime student role aiso
posed structuraI disadvantages for the student
organizations vis-a-vis the 'professionalized5 pressure
groups. As a resu 11, atudent activists' necessit; and
motivation of mobilizing students was diminished as
some 'social injustice5 might already be taken care of
by other groups. Stepping into the 80s, the emergence
of many political groups also decrease the activists'
incentives of political mobilization:
'In the early 7 0' s, students pub 1 ic sta.ternents
on media were unique and attention drawing.
Today, we can nearly find, press conferences and
publie announcements undertaken by f 1 our i. sh i ng
political groups everyday. What we say might be
put at a small corner of newspapers! In fact,
we can't even compete for public attention with
a single charismatic person like Martin Lee.5
(Mr. Lam, 3rd year, General Business management)
Second, with activists' frustration over failures ol
mobilizaing nonactivists in campuses, plus the
accountability they need to bear in waging political
participation as student leaders, few of our activists
perl erred to influence the Government through pressure
groups.
'I was interested in the scandal of public
housing. Rut I participated in the issue with
a presuure group. Acting in the capacity of
student representative was much troublesome.
You have to submit your reasons for
participating in formal meetings for the sake of
accountability.'
(Mr. Wong, Present activist)
Thus, a bad sign of brain drain further inhibits
-I V m la t 1! f i nn r ~f n Andoi i am c f c 5 n+• Y r-» a mm 1 C P C!
To conclude, the aloofness of nonactivists from the
activistic student leaders, the incapability of
activists to fix their direction for mobilization and
the escalating, dominant role of pressure groups and
political groups in the 80's contexts, have jointly
diminshed the chance of mobilizing nonactivist. I he
instrumental and individualistic students, who mostly
engage in only mobi1ized political participation, thus
have their political activism fatally reduced in the
80's contexts of Hong Kong.
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CHAPTER SIX
Student Activism— A Reflection of Hong Kong Society
As fully illustrated from Chapter 2 to Chapter 5,
the 3 proposed intervening, attitudinal variables
the political efficacy, political trust and civic
obligation— have been demonstrated to be significant
in explaining students' level of political activism.
By supplementing the concept of civic obligation with
students' views on success, ideal life situation,
equality and instrumental orientation, we evolved 2 new
concepts of instrumental individualism (for
nonactivists) and instrumental collectivism (for
activists). With instrumental individualism, low
political efficacy and high political trust, we found
that they jointly produced nonadtivists' spectator role
in politics (p. 89). With instrumental collectivism,
high political trust and passion for self-determination
(p. 89), they engendered the activists'
activistic-participant role in politics (p. 89).
Finally, we painstakingly showed that the social,
political, economic and cultural factors of Hong Kong
and other external factors (especially China) were the
main underlying forces influencing our political
activism through those intervening variables. Indeed
It is_ my content ion that our portrayal of student
activism can we11 reflecte the ethos and the other
unique features about Hong Kong. Student activism,
like a microcosm of the Hong Kong society, first
mirrors an ethos of mixed, diluted and contradictory
nature for HOng Kong.
X„ Marginality and Contradictions
Hong Kong, as a borrowed place from China to
Britain, is a marginal city. It is marginal, in the
first sense because of its embodiment of mixed origins
of values borrowed from the aforementioned two
countries. The mixed nature can be fully revealed in
considering 2 values of the Hong Kong people--
nationalism and liberty,
For nationalism, in view of our inextricable and
interwoven, cultural and historical ties with China, we
do have, to various extents, some measures of
nationalism. For liberty, under the liberal tradition
of our Colonial master of Britain, Hong Kong has
virtually enjoyed an enviable latitude of freedom well
entrenched and protected by the Government. With China
as the source of our nationalism and Britain as the
origin of our liberty, we found that those two values,
inherited by Hong Kong's university students alike,
have time and again been the underlying elements
activating widespread student activism.
Spanned from the 'campaign for Chinese to be an
Official Language' in 1970, through the precept of 'Get
to Know China and Return to China' promulgated by HKFS
in the early 70's, to the recent massive protests
against Japan's distorting Chinese History on textbooks
in 1982, all such student movements had been triggered
off by nationalism.
Likewise, the more than 1000 signatures in CUHK for
protesting against China's suppressing student movement
in January of this year, and widespread outrage for
Government's legislating a perceived
'freedom-threatening' Public Order Ordinance, reflected
students' i nternal. i zed val ue of 1 i berty. Tndeed,
4
students' general subscribing to democratizing Hong
Kong to safeguard liberty serves as a profile of the
internalized nature of the value (Chan Chan, 1987,
unpublished research). Thus, again, this borrowed
value from the British has repeatedly provided
ammunition for student activism on a massive scale.
Hence, it is of no coincidence for the emergence of
present activists' slogan. Save China through
democratization'— a slogan embodying exactly the 2
important values with mixed origins, a trait reflecting
the first characteristic marginality of Hong Kong
Society. The second characteristic of Hong Kong as a
marginal city is the diluted nature of those values.
What has led to a diluted nationalism?
First, the inexorable forces of Western ideas and
Western style of living have been surrounding the
indigenous, new born generation since their upbringing
with schools, TV, movies, fads arid so on. Besides, the
miserable plights of China are in no compansion with
the economic miracle and political stability of the
tiny British Colony. Being a 'Chinese' becoming a much
less graceful identity than a 'Hong Kong person'.
Hence, in a 1987 research (Chan Chan, 87 unpublished)
directed to over 200 CU students, we find 56.6% of them
identifying themselves as Hong Kong people, and only
31.2% as Chinese. The findings approximated ours as
70% of our nonactivist expressed a stronger
identification with 'Hong Kong people' rather than
'Chinese'. When we asked our nonactivists to indicate
the ways they expressed their feelings towards China,
many of them found it difficult to articulate. The
others just murmured their liking's of Chinese music,
literature etc.. Consequently, the powerful forces of
Westernization, and the political and economic
realities of the 2 places have jointly diluted the
nationalism for Hong Kong people„ the dilution was
especially true for the generations born in Hong Kong
(including our respondents!) With the intense
political iriefficacy with the Chinese Communist Party
and a rising instrumental individualism, our
nonactivists' slender nationalism did not make 1997 as
a chance to serve their own countries, 1997
was only their haunting nightmare pushing them to think
of seizing nassDorts as a safety outlet.
Closely allied with the co-existence of the mixed
origin, there always lies a possibility of their
Contradictions.
From our research, an interesting finding was that,
the activists displayed a stronger adherence to
nationalism. 6 out of our 10 activists articulated
both their passionate concerns of China's misery and
hopes of improving her lot during the interviews. 1997
was perceived by most of them as a challenge and a
chance to devote themselves to their nation. The
discrepant intensities of nationalism between activists
and nonactivists las the seeds for incompatible stands
between the two groups on the one hand, and
i nH i vi fliia 1«' internal struggles on the other hand.
A concrete manifestation of the contradiction
happened in October 1983, a time when Hong Kong's
future remains unsettled. Amidst the 'opinion-war'
between advocacy of continuing British rule and that of
'Hong Kong People Ruling Hong Kong', the Student Unions
of the 2 universities sent a letter to the British
Government pleading for the reverting of sovereignty
and the actual executive power to China under
nationalistic grounds, (Ha Hei, 87, pp.18-23, HKUSU).
Yet, under the strong opposition forces from the fellow
students, the HKUSU was forced to withdraw its letter
after the r e s u1t s of voting.
The strong base of the unorganized mass opposition
was found to lie in their fear of losing liberty,
stability and prosperity after accepting Red China's
package of 'Hong Kong People Ruling Hong Kong' (Ha He:
p. 18 1987, HKUSU). Thus, despite students' general
endorsement of China's taking back Hong Kong's
sovereignty in 1997, their passionate concerns for
other values, like liberty, obviously were in
contradiction with their nationalism.
The students' demands for withdrawing the letter, in
fact reflected sharply the popular, compromising and
'pragmatic' sentiments of the general public in Hong
Kong. They preferred to 'have the sovereignty
returned, but have the British rule over Hong Kong
continued', a way out of the internal struggles over
two values of liberty and nationalism.
In short, the above issue testifies to the
contradiction of values with origins rooted in Britain
and China. But as the root of nationalism withers and
the root of liberty blosooms in the ceded colony, the
results of the voting highlighted the prevailing) f
pragmatic values( enjoy merit of existing 1iberty,
prosperity and stability) over the fading value of
nationalism in the 80's Hong Kong.
11. back of Bases for Student Activism from
Comparative Point of view
By looking at the important bases of student
movements else-where, Hong Kong's student activism maj
be further illuminated.
A. Lack of Class Conflict
As stated in a renowned comparative study,
(Klinebery, Zavalloni, Louis-Guerin, BenBrika,
979:15), in Europe, especlaily in France, Italy and
Germany, the students of the extreme left, heirs of a
legally institutionalized left, continue to see
themselves as the champions of the poor workers against
bourgeois oppression! Does Hong Kong have the base for
class struggle? Three types of factors have combined
their forces to militate against class struggle.
First, even since the eruption of riots in 66-67 the
Government has made every endeavor to
defuse labour disputes,
Between 1.967 and 1975, approximately 110 items of
labour legislation were made. The Labour Relations
Ordinance was particularly important as it equipped the
Government with the right to defuse damaging
situations. Consequently, the Government successfully
mediated and diluted the conflicts in the labour
disputes. (Kwan in Lin, Lee Simons, 1979:161)
In the 80's, the pacific climate of labour forces
keeps going. 'Strike are infrequent: only 11 took
place in 1984, with a total loss of 3122 man-days, and
11 in 1983 with the loss of 2530 man-days, the lowest
figures since 1958.' (Miners, 1$ 8 6: 3 3) Consequen11y,
po1arization 1nto class confllets is adverse!v
af f ected.
Second, the labour unions in Hong Kong have failed
to maintain a stable, strong and mobilizable base of
workers.
'In many of the old unions, leadership has remained
virtually unchanged since the 1940's'. (Ng in Cheng,
1986:275) 'The organization stagnation simply could
not meet the present needs and aspirations of the
younger, better educated, more inquisitive-minded and
affluent workers of today.' Besides it was staggering
to find that in a declared small union population of
352,306 at the end of 1983, there were 382 registered
employee unions. The state of multi-unionism, that
conduces to internal divisions, rifts, further
devitalize the local labour movement. The chance of
evolving class conflicts is further reduced.
The last and perhaps also the most important factor,
is that with growth in real income and perceptiable
expanded social services provided by the Government,
a
the rise in absolute standards of lower socio-economic
group in the past two decades is crystal clear.
(figures already shown in Chapter 4) Hence, the
objective base of improvement in spirally rising living
standard convinced the ordinary people in 1977 that
'there is always the chance of improving one's status
if one has the ability and initiative and if one works
hard enough.' (Lee 1982:25) A more recent research
conducted in Kwun Tong in 1985, (Ming Pao Monthly,
1987, June) corroborate the view that the lower class
perceived their interests compatible with those of the
capitalists. With the cognitive belief of an expanded,
sum of game on the part of the lower class, seeds of
class conflict in Iiong Kong can hardly grow unless
incessant economic recession or crisis happen in the
years to come
Summing up this part, with skilful delusion of
labour disputes, labour stagnation and an perceived
'expanding pie for all', our society in the 80's lack
the base for university students waging marxist
protests against exploitation of the lower class.
Another base for rift student activism we lack is
centered around university students themselves.
R, Elitist Status of University Students
In the 3rd world countries, multiple factors have
been ascribed to explain students activism throughout
the BO's (Soares, 1967:124-147; Klineberg, Zavalboui,
Louis-Guerin, BenBrika, 1979) Among those factors, one
was repeatedly confirmed as important whether
university students were elitist and could get a
respectable emp]oyment (Lipset, 19 6t. 18— 30)
In Hong Kong, with the data available, the story
seems to be the other way round. There are some
important clues of university students being elitists:
First, the average teaching-costs per university
student in 1984 Kong Kong exceeds those in the U.K. anc
the United States. Considering the higher standard of
living in these two places, our higher figure reflects
the fact that huge resources have been invested in
local university education. (Chung, 1987:16)
Second, less than 4.8% of the suitable age-cohort
were attending degree-courses in Hong Kong. Even we
add this 'figure up with other post-secondary students,
the figure only stood at 10%, which is moderately low
on an international level (Ching, 1987:17-20)
Regarding employment, with response rate exceeding
85%, only less than 32 first-degree graduates did not
work (either voluntarily or involuntarily) out of more
than 1000 respondents from 1982-1986 at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong. (Appointment Service, CUHK) As
the graduates from the University of Hong Kong are not
perceived to be discriminated against, unemployment
problem virtually is negligible for our elitist
students. In addition, the average starting salary for
the CU graduates from 83-86 have been $4533, $4915,
$5514 and $5538. Considering the fact that their
starting salaries may be 3-4 times of Form Five to
Seven students, their 'elitist1 status is further
confirmed. Consequently, in the absence of the
frustrations arising from unemployment and loss of
elitist status, our students lacked another base for
act i vi siti.
C. hack of Idealism
As repeatedly stressed in literature on student
activism, a cultural environment conducive to idealism
is a pivotal ingredient for promoting wide-spread and
intense student activism. The Hong Kong students'
dwindling commitment to serve collective interests, as
A
what we argued earlier, well reflect the nderlying key
features that have been constantly at work in shaping
today's a less than idealistic culture-- the
individualistic culture. Considering the immense
complexity involved with analysing 'cultural dynamics,
we can at the best briefly suggest the following ideas
to make sense of our society and the cultural change.
i• Inward-looking Familism
Historically, Hong Kong can be recoked a society
formed primarily by Chinese immigrants. Cultivated
under the traditional culture, our refugee parents
generally put their familial interest as the first anc
foremost object of identification. Nationalism or
issues related to public interests were only relegatec
to lesser iinnortance.
While the influx of Chinese refugees into Hong Kong
could be in part explained by the commonplace of their
desires for political stability, another significant
motivator for their fleeing lay in their fetishism of
material wealth. It has been well documented that 'the
immigrants coming to Hong Kong were a select group,
many of whom were in search of material advancement
2
when they made their decision to move' (Lau, 1982: 69).
Besides, 'the lack of traditional Chinese moral
constraints on uni.nhibited efforts at materia 1 gains in
a migrant society such as Hong Kong sets tree the
rampant and rapacious desire for material advancement.
The absence of gentry class, which in traditional China
was the upholder of higher moral values, has removed a
major obstacle for the pursuit of material values'
(ibid.: 69-70).
I On s equen t 1 y, our refugee parents, and. their new
born generation, to various extents, regarded Hong Koni
-- a Colonial setting ruled always by a few whites, a
place that people tended always to get suspicious of
her leaders' motivation as an arena for the pursuit
of pragmatic, familial interests (especially material
interests) under a stable environment with our
Government as a guarantor of social and political
stabi1ity (ibid.: 74).
Stability and Prosneritv as Government's Ideology
The Hong Kong Government realized perfectly well
that her legitimacy was in no way rooted in the
emotional identification of the Chinese populance
towards an alien and colonial ruler. To sustain her
general support derived from the Chinese society, she
must always strive hard to guarantee political
stability and a 'modest' level of standard of living.
In addition, 'it must keep China happy with plentiful
earnings of foreign exchange' {Miners, 1986: 47).
Thus, the pragmatic goals of maintaining prosperity and
stability have for long been her foremost concern Any
deliberate attempts at social or cultural interventions
into the Chinese society, in terms of building up a
counter-culture, i.e., counter-fami1ism or
couftter-individualism, were patently not possible, not
necessary and not desirable,
It was not possible since any such intervention
requires both a massive capacity of a colonial
bureaucracy and the ideological modifications of the
bureaucrats' outlooks. 'Obviously, both capacities of
both the bureaucrats are not adequate to ensure even a
modestly successful attempt at social intervention'
(Lau, 1382: 43).
It was not necessary since familism or individualism
posed no threat to her mission of maintaining our
stability and prosperity, Nor was it desirable as
imposition of collectivisitic ethos or any other
similar moves might spell the intense antagonism from
both the suspicious Hong Kong people and China adjacen
to our territory.
Hence, complaints about Government's failure in
providing 'suitable' guides on 'moral or civic
educa i. ton', especially before the Agreement on
reverting Hong Kong's soverignty, were always handled
in low-keyed manner. Any detailed and specific 'moral
guildelines' may engender oppositions and division in
our society of which the Government is always wary. In
short, the lack of Government's initiative of building
Gounter—'familism' as a new tradition encouraged the
budding of familism and individualism, especially under
a growing capitalist economy of Hong Kong.
iu, Fast Growth of Cani tal i sti n Fconomv
Capitalistic economy, by its very nature, encourage;
competion, amoralism and individualistic achievement.
'The econmic functioning of the market rests upon
competition As opposed to the social stability
in the medieval system, an unheard of social mobilityv'' V
developed, in which everybody was struggling for the
best place, even though only a few were chosen
to attain them. In this scramble for success, the
;i inporatrice of life was in being first in a competitive
race (Fromm, 1959: 88).
With the lack of emotional 'nationalistic'
identification with a colonial master, with the absense
of moral surveillance from China's gentry class, and,
with passionate anchorage on a stable and prosperious
life style as their pragmatic and realistic life goals,
in a borrowed place with borrowed time, the rampant
ambitions of the Hong Ivong people to pursue
individual's (or at the most, the familial) success
have been fully precipitated by a miraculous
development of a capitalist economy in Hong Kong from
the 60's onwards. Brought up under this capitalist
culture, we thus fine our new generation, including our
present university students, unavoidably immersed with
the values of self-actualization, mass consumption and
hedonism-- as depicted by Daniel Bell, (1978: xvi)
capitalism was marked by a distinctive culture.' In
culture, this was the idea of self-actualization, the
release of the individual from traditional restraints
and ascriptive ties'
Through the far-reaching and all the more powerful
mechanism of TV, as elaborated in Chapter 4, the
capitalists' advertisements, that promoted
individualism, hedonism, amoralism and 'enjoy now'
orientation (Chan, 1987: 223), have indeed grown up
with our new born generation.
Hence, our present nonactivistsJ moral relativism
and instrumental individualism, has also been rooted in
our capitalist nature of society as well.
To sum up this part, our familsim, 'borrowed nature'
of society, disidentification with our political
leaders, non-interventional role in cultural traditions
and pragmatic ideology of the Government, as well as
the rapidly developed capitalist economy created the
inexorable shaping forces of culture and character.
They have deprived the budding of seeds of
collectivism, or idealism in the soil of Hong hong.
Consequently, after the emergence of the surging trust
of Government's policy outputs from the early 70's
onwards and the disillusion with an Utopian China after
1976, we can hardly see a high level of sustained
student activism, which has been rooted in a growingly
unfavourable soil of individualism. Seeking one's
upward social mobility and individual achievement
through handwork in apolitical arena, becomes a more
direct, pragmatic, and alluring channel than the
political ones for our university students of today.
(Huntington Nelson, 1976)
Student Activism in the run-up to 199r
Last but not the least, we will end the entire
thesis with some projections about the student activism
before 1997 in Hong Kong. As student activism needs
activistic mobilizer and the followers, we shall
look at each group separately.
A. Activists and their Organizations
Both structural and dynamic factors engendered by
social change work against an active and widely
supported role played by the activists.
1. As asserted by Di Palama (1970), modernization
'discourages participation by creating a complex
organization network based on high specialization and
division of labour that requires participants to
possess unprecedented expertise.' Hence,
techno-bureaucrats' expertise were predicted to be
mostly valued in post-industrial societies. (Bell,
1973) Hence, as Hong Kong continues to modernize anc
po] iticizeall sorts of expertise will be urgently
required to analyse social and political issues. In
the coming decade, a time that confidence crisis
probably reaches its peak, the Hong Kong Government
will for sure, be prudent on all measures. It will
avoid controversial, Rxp1osive actions as much as sin
can, for securing her legitimacy and her graceful
departure. The rationality-oriented activists, in
their paucity of necessary expert knowledge to reviev
the highly technical and complex issues, would be
overwhelmed by ignorance and remain undirectiona1.
2. Faced with the complex issuesfour of our activists
aspired to possess an ideologyby which they hoped, the
institutional roots of social and political problems
can be located and energy can be channelled to solve
them. However, with their rationality approach, they
invariably found difficult.to decide on the proper
course of actions with polemic policies. Policies in
the c o s in o p o 1 i t a n H o n g K o n g usually involve com p 1 e x
empirical and conflicting ethical consequences and
interests. Foolproof panacea can be hardly found thai
are 'functional' for all groups at all times in Hong
Kong. Thus, their attempts of arriving at an
once-and-for-al1 perfect solution, is doomed to
failure. Besides, in our run-up to 1.997, it is of
utmost difficulty to formulate an ideology that can
wonder fully integratecosmopo1itanism, westernism,
anti-colonialism, pragmatism, anti-communism,
1
nationalism, patriotism, economi sin, familism etc, in
order to maintain an' equ i 1 i br i urn' for all sides, (I.au
1985:28) Hence the odds are against their
ideologization.
3. The 'structural' constraints on student activism
remains with time: The transitory leadership role
reduces the accumulation of skills and information.
The activists' role as a full-time student keeps on
hamperpactivists and nonactivists from full involvement
with political issues. Their lack of vested interests
also would continue to deprive them of their bargaining
power. Finally, their lack of first-hand information
about government's policies also severely cut down
their leadership role in pressure politics vis-a-vis
the 'nrofessionalized' pressure groups.
Consequently, student organizations, being
inefficacious to steer themselves and influence the
political restructing ,may recede to campuses and
channel their energy into improving the rights and
benefits for the students. Their political role may
still be confined to waging protests when some blatant
injustice happens in future.
B. No nac tivists
Put in shortly, the nonactivists political
inefficacy to understand and influence politics will
only grow with the continous politicization of Hong
Kong. Thus, while the policy or political impacts are
perceived as not directly threatening their own
interests, they pay no attention to them. When the
impacts touch on their interests too, it may very
likely be wide-ranging policy or political arrangement.
Their inefficacy about them will then hinder them from
getting involved. With their waning nationalism,
inefficacy, instrumental individualism and perception
that China as a non-liberal and dishonest future
master, our nonactivists will seek personal rather than
collective solutions for 1997. They may either resign
themselves to fates when staying in Hong Kong or
actively grasp their passports for precaution.
All in all, from both a structural and dynamic point
of view, we have little room to be sanguine of a
resurgence of intense student activism in our run-up to
1 Q Q 7.
Appendix T
1. Psychological Involvement in Politics(Verba and
Nie,1972:368-9)
a.. How interested are you in politics and national
affairs? Are you very interested, somewhat
interested, only slightly interested, not at all
interested?
b. In general, how often do you usually discuss
politics and national affairs with others-every day,
maybe once or twice a week, less than once a week,
or never?
c. How often do you usually discuss local community
problems with others in this commonitv-every day, at
least once a week, less than once a week, less than
once a week, or never?
d. Are there any magazines that youread regularly? (if
yes), Which ones are they? (One point was given for
each news magazine regularly read. News magazines
were defined as those predominantly composed of
politics and public affairs.
e. How often do you watch the news broadcasts on TV-
once a day, about a few times a week, about once a
week. or never?
f. And how often do you read the newspaper-everydavt ai A 1 v 7
few times a week about once a week f less than once a
week., or never?
g. We are interested. in how we 11 known the community
leaders are different places. What is the name of
the chairman of the District Board of this community
(district)? How about the names of those district
board members re'present i ng your own const i tuency?w-«
2, P o1itica1 E f fic acy(Mi1b r at h, 19 7 7: 157)
Three items of agreement-disagreement type questions
are raised.
1. 9 I don9 t think pubic officials care very much what
people 1ike me think. 9Ji, X
2 People like me don91 .have any say about what the
g o v e r n m e n t d o e s.
3. Sometimes po1itics and government seems so
complicated that a person like me can3! really
understand what9 s going on.
Appendix II Approach {Research Method) of the
Resea rc h
The advantages and biases of in-depth interview
as a research method are discussed below so as to
j u s t i f y o i .1 r a d o p t i o n o f i. t i. n o u r r e s e a r c hi. T h e
main advantages of the method of in-depth and
f a c e -1 o -face i. n t e r v i e w a r e f i r s t 1 i s t e d
(Bailey,1982: 182-183; Kidder Judd, 1986:221-250):
1. A11 owi ng C1 ar i f icat i on and Further Prob i.ng:
F or rese arch to pics which are ne w1y conduc t e d,
c1arification and deeper probing are of vita1
i mpor tance f or produc :i ng f rui t f u 1 a.nd sugges t i ve
r e s u 11 s. T h e d v n a m ic o r i n t e r a c t i v e e 1 e m e n t b u i 11 i n.
the interviewing process a11ows interviewer a 1arge
s e o p e o f f I e x i b i 1 i t y t o clear o f f a, n y
m i s u n d erst a n d i n g s and d r i 11 deeper i n t o t hi e p r o b 1 e in.
2. Complexity
For research topics 1 nvo 1 ving re lat i'e 1 y 1 arge
complexity, a skilled and experienced interviewer
c a n t a c t f u 11 y r e d u c e t h e d i f f i c u 11 i e s f o r
respondents in answering by appropriate interviewing
techniques. It is a great burden for respondents
answering a mailed questionairre of enormous
complexity full of skips, charts and graphs, arrows
detailed instructions and various other
contingencies.
3. Control over Environment
'An interviewer can standardize the interview
environment by making certain that the interview is
conducted in privacy, that there is no noise, and sc
on, in contrast to a mailed study, where the
qu.estionai.rres may be completed by different people
under drastically different conditions.' (Bailey,
1982:182)
4. Spontaneity
The interactive and face-to-face element built in
interview can record spontaneous answers, while
mailed questionairre cannot? Spontaneous answers
may be more informative and less normative than
answers about which respondents have time to ponder
about.
Considering the aforementioned advantages, the
method of face-to-face and in-depth interview is
adopted here for a number of reasons. First, our
rpqparch tonic is entirely new in Hong Kong
contexts, thus, our imperative for clarification ant
deeper probing is preponderant. Second, the large
complexity of our research, as illustrated in our
framework, suggests that skilful interviewing may
reduce the complexity for our respondents as
compared with mailed questionairre. Third, the
spontaneous nature of interviewing can minimize the
distortions made by our respondents, particularly
when questions on their values are repeatedly raisec
in our research.
In addition, precautionary steps have been taken
to minimize possible interview biases. First, the
promises of anonymity are repeatedly delivered to
our respondents during both the contacting and
interviewing processes. Second, after interviewing
for about every one hour, offers were stretched to
respondents to have short breaks so as to avoid bad
quality of answers out of their fatigue. Lastly, for
29 out of 30 respondents, the interviews were
conducted in closed-door, quiet and disturbance-free
environment. For the only one with whom the
interview was conducted outdoors, no disturbance was
present as it was a quiet and large open area. Thus,
the concentration of our respondents on our research
could be secured, and, as a corollary, the validity
rP Uipi r answers was uromoted,
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